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New 'Your SGA' campaign launched
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
To introduce its new
approach to student government, the Student
Government Association
revealed a new logo and
launched the "Your SGA"
campaign Tuesday in the
College Center.
The new theme was introduced because the SGA "realized the time has come to
make a few changes Mdd
senior Clark Nesselrodt, SGA
director of communications.
The new logo is a "symbol of
improvement [and an] icon
for growth," he added.

Students need to feel connected to their government,
Nesselrodt said. He reminded
the attending SGA senators
that they are here for their
constituents and represent
them when they vote.
"[Students] deserve to
know who we are ... they
deserve to walk in to the
office and not feel out of
Cl.ur ... they deserve to
ive a voice," he said.
Student Body President
I m U Sioney spoke on SGA's
new theme. He said this is the
"first day of a new outlook on
student government."
w CAMPAIGN, page 5

SGA reporter

JAN1S HOtXT>MBK/..«fnfeuri/i/r/>V*f»iffai*rr
Student Body President Levar Stonoy, left, and JMU
President Unwood Rose reveal the new "Your SGA" logo
at Tuesday's launching of the Student Government
Association's campaign for the year.
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SGA passes house rules
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

Logo 'symbol of improvement,
icon for growth 'for organization

JMar

Senate members amended and
passed the Senate house rules at the
Student Government Association
meeting Tuesday. These are the rules
by which the Senate is governed. The
rules include an attendance policy,
how voting should be conducted,
length of meetings and certain rules
governing the Speaker of the House.
The debate lasted about two
hours, and at least 12 amendments
were made to the rules. These
amendments included items such
as where committee chairs should
sit during meetings, who should
appoint a replacement for the
speaker, what time bills and
amendments should be turned in
and if the Senate should have a
sergeant-at-arms, who would
keep things in order. The SGA
passed a bill saying a sergeant-at-

arms was not necessary.
Longer debates surrounded
more controversial items that were
up for amendment.
One such item was on quorum,
or the number of senators present
at a meeting, If there are not
enough senators to vote
on an issue
then
the
meeting is
adjourned. Senators debated on
who should be allowed to call quorum, or a count of members.
"In the past, any senator could
ask quorum," said Senator Mart
Gray, a junior. "Quorum is necessary at all times in order to be a
truiy representative government."
Senator Ricardo Pineres agreed.
"If you're not here listening to
debate how can you make an

SGA

see SGA, page 5

INTERNATIONAL WEEK

Ashby
offers
foreign
flavor
BY DANIELLE; MCKENRICK

contributing writer

KRIOA DAVIES/f «i»i*iin<ut;*>*"«nv*r'
Above, students march with the International flags on the quad to celebrate International Week at JMU. Below, Emily Kltamura. left, and Christina
Wesson prepare food during the Ashby Hall open house. Bottom left, the Chariottesvllle Community Drum Choir also participated in the celebration.
The group performed last Saturday at the International Festival at Hlllandale Parti. International Week continues until Saturday.

Junior Julia East cannot get
enough of Ashby Hall. A
three-year "Ashby-ite," East,
now an Ashby Hall resident
adviser, has resided in no
other residence hall on campus other than the intemationally-themed dorm.
And who can blame her?
Ashby Hall has an ideal loc*
lion on the Quad, and it provides the opportunity to mix
with an eclectic group of individuals from across the globe,
according to East.
Ashby Hall consists of 66
students, 12 of which come
from outside the I'm ted
States. The remaining 54 students are "US. international"
students, which means they
are (mm different countries,
but their parents reside in the
United States.
In order to live in Ashby
Hall, all students seeking to be
a part of the Madison
see ASHBY. page 5

Community celebrates
International Festival
Students spread awareness of diversity
BY CASSANDRA VAEREWYCK

contributing writer

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAI
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To celebrate diversity at JMU
and in the community, the sixth
annual International Festival was
hosted by the Center for
Mulicultural/International
Student Services in Hillandale
Park last Saturday.
Students and volunteers from
JMU, Bridgewater College.
Eastern Mennonite University
and the community participated
in activities including games,
crafts, music performances, ethnic daitdng and storytelling.
Senior Bonnie Saxon, the
festival's student volunteer
coordinator, said, "The purpose
of this festival is to show and
a-lebrate the diversity in our
arva because so many people
are unaware that it even
JMU students can use this festival to see outside the bubble of
campus and college life."

-U
The purpose of this
festival is to show and
celebrate the diverstiy
in our area ...
— Bonnie Saxon

senior, sludcnl \oluniecrcoordiiulor

99
Freshman Brittany Conley
and sophomore Yen Hwang volunteered .it an African Kufi hat
craft booth at the festival. "It is
important that we come out and
volunteer and lielp celebrate the
Harrisonburg
community
because, as students, we don't get
an opportunity to do so very
often." ( onley said.
According to Hwang, volunteering shows that JMU students

care about tthe area and want to
participate in community events.
Staunton resident 1 .allon Pond
said she has come to the festival
every year. Her husband participates in a drum group that performs on one i>f the stages.
"The diversity of the acts is
excellent, and this is a great
thing for kids to do in order to
see how others live around
them, Pond said.
She also said that the interactive stage holds performances like
folk dance lessons, storytelling
and juggling lessons, which she
said u .is tin interesting way to get
involved in the festival and not
just be a spectator.
According
to
Zana
Hamaraheem, who attended the
event, the festival is a great
opportunity to meet other members of the same culture and for
all to get together and share
see DIVERSITY, page 5
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FUN FACT

Hetping UnrvMiHy
Program Board's
advertising efforts,
senior Branna Daley
paints displays
yesterday afternoon
for the Oct. 24 311
and Allen Ant Farm
concert.
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67/48

Saturday

Monday
Parly Cloudy
68/46

Scattered T-SBrms
76/59
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of the Day

Harassing Phone Call
A JMU student reported receiving
harassing phone calls in Eagle
Hall between Sept. 19 at 4 p.m.
and Sept 20 at 10 30 am

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug 25:17

silver or purple.

High 76 Low 53

Few Showers
68/57

A JMU student reported the
larceny ol a PlayStation,
PlayStation games and
controllers Irom the lounge area
in Gilford Hall Sept. 19 between
5 and 10 a.m

No word in the
English language
rhymes with
month, orange,

Partly Cloudy

Friday

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported a lost
wallet in Zane Showker Hall
Sept. 15 between 9:55 a.m. and
12:09 p.m When the wallet was
found, a credit card was missing
and Iraudulent charges had
been made.

The men s club h—Ifltall team will hold tryouts at URFC
from 5 to 7 p.m. For more inlumution e-mail Dan Nemerow
at rirmcrciri'.

WEATHER

«

Disorderly Conduct/
Resisting Arrest
Non-student Michael W HuHer,
28. of Mt. Solon, was arrested
and charged with disorderly
conduct and resisting arrest
after having a confrontation with
a towing company in the rear of
Wilson Hall Sept. 21 at 5:27 p.m.

The men's club basketball team will hold tryouts al UREC
from noon to 2 p.m. For more information e-mail Dan
Nemerow at nememdu:

The Office ol International Programs will hold a Stud)' AbnvKi
Fair in the Transitions mom of Warren I (all from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For more information visit wuniiimut'ttu/iiiWrnattonal/.

SPORTS

JMU/UMass lootball preview
Paige to start Saturday
A word from Wise

Gregory A. Ross. 19, of
Mickleton. N.J.. and William
Snyder. 18. of Franktown, were
arrested and charged with
removing a shopping cart from
a store on Reservoir Street
Sept. 19 at 7 23 p.m.

trip leader applications for domestic and international
Alternative Spring Break trips are due in Wilson Hall toon
204 by 5 p.m. Applications are available online at
iniw.jmu.alu/csl/asb/Ij!tvlcrAppliaUwn.tUx

D.inii'l \ Ktihinson of CHiord University will give a lecture
tilled "Inclined to Greek" in Graftim-Stm-all Theatre at 9:30
a.m. For more Information contact Ann Wiles at xtW.304.

STYLE

BY LAUREN MI K O
police log reporter

lames Schall, professor of political science at Georgetown
University, will hold a lecture and discussion titled l.ikmj;
Can? of One's Own Wisdom" in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 1
p.m. For more information contact Ann Wiles at xfW>304.

John Ir.ip.mi, .i uV.in ,il VV.iLsh University, will give .i kvturv titk\l
"The Very Important I sek-sMiess ul I ilvml I Jiu.ihon" in_
Cr.ifton-Stov.ilI ITu'.itiv ,it 2 p.m lor more inti^rrruitionconLict
Ann Wiles at xfHOm.

GRE's and graduate school
Historical highway markers
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antique
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jewelry

*H 'htn 1MV tuy$ its tngtgmnt ruup."

75 Court Square, HarrisonbuTg
(•XtKt to <Bank\pf America)
433-1833

©>

©

BRAKES • TLNE-UP • SUSPENSION

I AM'a

AUTO

•WfWI 9 SERVICE

©

•Import & U.S. Cars and Trucks
Free Estimates- Alt Work Guaranteed
•Maintenance & Repairs
Pickup ,( Delivery Available
•Experience the Difference

434-1147

Extra Cash?

10% OFF
Any Repair

©

Master
Auto
Technicians

KNGINF • TRANSMISSION • <IIT< H • ELECTRICAL

Make a

Need some
sntlquc

©

Wednesday, October 15.

(high

M

h< ml rings, KtJ '

MUST be 18 wi two ID*

5 0 0,000
EW BOOKS

2003-2004

applications is

Buying GOLD JEWELRY

7'South Cox Sean
Ihimhum. VA 12*01
<<4QM'M8M

The deadline for

school-year volunteer

"

JAMES MCHONE

Twenty thousand titles
More

than

50

different

categories

including Literature, Dramo, Poetry, General Fiction, Mystery, American &
World History, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, Self-Help, New

For more information or
to apply, call us at

433-4497
or email
pmorriso9rhcc.com.

<feRMH
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
235 Cantrell Avenue • Harrisonburg, Virginia 22601
www.rmhonline.com
RMH: We're here lor you.

Age, Sports, Fitness, Camping, Hiking, Music History, Audio Books, Religion,
Philosophy, Business, Reference, Education, Travel, Computer Books,
Cooking,

Gardening,

Children's

Books,

and

much

more

All 60% to 90% off retail

October 4 thru 19 •
uxattd 15 minute south ol JMU Take III to exit
240; turn ml on ltd 682 S mtch lor the sign

9AM

to

7PM

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

OOKFAI
2192 Gieen Valley In., Ml. Crowlord, VA 22841 (800)385-0099
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The ABCs of the GREs
Psychology Peer Advisors offer
advice to students on the GREs and
graduate schools.
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"I don"t believe the signs... attract much attention
because no one really stops and reads them."

NEWS

MICHELLE JONES

junior

Connecting with companies
Fund raising to provide
SafeKides for students
Raising money itx their operating bm.>;H. SMRUH is holding a "One Night, One Ride, One
life' fund raiser Sept 24
Ik-ginning at 8 p.m. at
(.r.itton-Stovall Theatre, the
entrance fee is $3, hul COTS1
many perhirmances.
The Madison I'rojtM, the
BluesTones, Exit 245, the
Overtones. Njotroriety, Low
Key, the Bn.ikJ.ni> nig Club
and the D.inte Qub .ill HI
scheduled to perform, according to a press relciMA Virginia Commonwealth
I'IIIWTMU rtudrt .ilso will be
sp ,ikmg on drunk driving
SiteRides is a new organization that will provide rid*

to JMU Itudentl rhunKU)
through Saturday nights from
H) p.m. to 1a.m.
Applications to drive, navig.ihamJotneriobsarediJ.Ut 1
Fur moa- infomutiun visit
umwjmu.tttiiA»xs/safvrkU'* or e-

Liberal education
scholars to speak
Exploring the purpose of a
liberal education, thnv scholars
will partiupate in ,i Inture
series today and tomorrow.
All of (he lectures are free
and will be held m (.uit.ni
StovaUThMtn
John Trapani, |r, de.in of the
Division of Humanities -it W.iUh
University in Ohio, will speak
Sept. 25 at 2 p.m on' IrV «■)
Important 'L'selessiu-ss
ot
liberal tdiwation
At 3 p.m., there will be I
panel discussion on this topic
with many scholars.
Sept. 26 af 9:30 a.m.,
Daniel Robinson, a philosophy faculty
at
Oxford
University, will present his
Ift lure 'Im lin.'d to < Invk
At 1 p.m., James V. Schall of
Cierogetown University and a
Roman Cathotk Priest will
pnMnl Taking Can' of One's
Own Wi-xlom."

Blood drive held at
local church
There will be a blood drive
Sunday. Sept. 28 from 9 am lo
I p.m. al Ashury United
Methodist Church at 2IIS
South Main St.
II i". a nl(x>d drive tor
KnUiglum Meinori.il I kispit.il,
and reser\'ations to give hlmxl
are not RBOBMBn
Light refreshment-, also
will be served.
For IHHH1 intonnation contact
Kiehard Morgan at s7m]057.

■:r-ii:«;:H«B
ACROSS THE

Appeals court restores
recall election to Oct. 7
LOS
ANGELES
[l.o*
Attffta Times) — A federal
appeals court Tuesday put
the California recall race
h,Kk on tr.uk for an Oct. 7
election, rev^mfavj an order
to postpone the vote Mid letting off a 1 Vd.n sprint to a
final public judgment on
Gov. Gray Da\ \I iwytn
for
the
Aim-rii in Ci\ iJ I iluTtus
Union, who had challenged
the H''i tion date, said they
would not pursue the in.ittn
further. I egal experts had
projected ifim odds >.t m
cess had the ACLU appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The definitive election
date QtBJM as a relief to the
Democratic governor and
the three leading contender-,
lor his |ob I ft h 0. them had
hoped
and assumed
the vote would oo ur Ot t 7
■e planned.
W«' InOUld strike while
the iron is hot.' Davis told
reporters at a campaign stop in
Santa Ana, I aJU with Sen
Joseph I Lieberman. D-Conn.
As an 11-judge panel of th.
Wl ( ireuit L.S Court "\
Appeals issued tin ruling

Students participate in Career Fair
BY MOLLY O'HALLORAN

contributing writer

KRIC A DAVIERVtluff/*«„i,nv*rr
Senior Grace Kim meets with Sally Schwartz from the
Student Conservation Association at the annual Career Fair.

Connecting students with potential job
employers, over 100 companies were in
attendance at the two-day annual Career
Fair in the College Center Grand Ballroom.
Monday's fair was a Technical Health and
Human Services Fair and Tuesday's fair was
a Communication Business and Liberal Arts
Career Fair.
The event was split up based on student
feedback that indicated students would be open
to a two-day event, according to Amy SirockyMeck, the Career Fair coordinator
Sirocky-Meck said she was pleased

with the number of employers attending
the event, whi, l\ she said "ebbs and flows
with the economy."
She attributed the high number of employers
this year to "JMU and its reputation
The
Career
Fair
Web
site,
http://www.jmu.tdu/aacd/carnerfair, gave students a description of the companies so students could be prepared when approaching
a company with their resumes.
Senior |enna
Meshanko
attended
Tuesday's Career Fair and spoke to manv
of the attending companies She said her
goal was "to look for a job in a human
resources department and show them
ire CAREER, page 4

Highway signs mark school^ history
Two historical markers
placed around campus
BY KARF.N MILLS

contributing writer
Placing highway markers around campus, the
Madison Historians have
combined efforts with the
Madison Center to teach
students' historical information about their school.
( retting
historical
ligni to put around campus was the idea of Phil
Bigler. • member of the
Madison Center, which
also paid tor the signs.
The Madison Center If
"an amazing center which
focuses on bringing lames
Madison, the person, back to
this campus,"
Elizabeth
McCenty, vice president of
Madison Historians, said
Two signs have been
placed amund campus. One
of the markers is located on
Port Republic Road in front
of the main entrance to JML'.
The other sign can be found
in front of the Music Building
oil Main Slav!
I hfl markers give hnct
background information
about the university. The
markers sav in 1908 JMU
was "the State \ormal and
Industrial
School
for
Women at Harrisonburg.
In 1924 it became the State
Teachers
College
at
Harrisonburg, before it
was renamed
Madison
College in 1938 to honor
lames Madison, the lather
of the Constitution and
fourth president ot the
United Stales In 1977 the
college
was
renamed
lames Madison University
and has become a nationally rerogm/ed comprehssv
(We Dublk institution.
Man wire allowed into
the college in 1946, but it
wasn't until 1966 that it

officially became a co-educational college.
"The markers
were
placed around campus to
recognize the historical
aspect of our school and to
have JMU recognized historically by the state,''
McCeney said. "Both of the
markers that have been
placed around campus
have the exact same Information," she added.
She said overall, having
the markers around campus will be successful.
"Many people who come to
visit can quickly get brief
information
about
the
school's history and the
amount it has changed over
the last 95 years." She also
said that students who
come to |MU have very little understanding of JMU's
past and its namesake.
Students have mixed
n'\ irws (oncoming the location and purpose of the signs.
Junior Michelle Jonas
said, "I don't believe the
signs at the entrains to
the university attract much
attention because no one
really stops and reads
them when they're driving
into campus. Most people
already know that JMU
was .in .ill-girls college in
the beginning and about
tlu Madison College. The
Only new information is

the irery beginning of the
university."
However,
sophomore
Brandon Scott said, "They
can't hurt, but not many people walk by the entrances of
campus That's a lot of print
to lead irom ti»e car."
McCeney said, "Future
plans of the Madison
HistoriarBI and the Madison
Center are to put historical
plaques around campus

A V 103

JAMES MADISON
UNIVERSITY
The university was founded in 1008. Through the
effort! of state senator George B. Kcczell. of
Rockinaham County, as the State Normal and
Industrial School for Women at Harrisonburg.
In 1921 it became the State Teachers College at
Harrisonburg. before it was renamed Madison
College in 1038 to honor James Madison, the
Father of the Constitution and fourth president
of the United States. The school admitted men
to regular school sessions in 19-16 and became
fully coeducational in 1066. In 1977 the
college was renamed James Madison University
and has become a nationally recognized
comprehensive public institution.

that represent the old and

new JMU."
One of the first projects is
to have a plaque that represents the Quad such as the
kissing rock, Wilson Hall or
Bluestone buildings and how
they looked in the carlv 1900s.
"They will contain pictures
and a brief history of the site
It is the Madison Historians
responsibility to research the
areas to find both pictures and
facts," McCeney said.
The official dedication ceremony of the markers is
October 10 at 1 p.m. in front of
the Music Building along
Main Street

I I I II I (l\ I SI \N'i/,iffpA,«,.,,u,Arr
A historical highway marker
stands In front of the Music
Building on Main Street.
The markers present Information on JMU's history
and background.

GRE, graduate school symposium offers guidance
BY TONI DUNCAN

MffMtf editor
Giving students guidance on "The
GREi and Applying to Graduate
School," the Psychology Peer Ad\ isors
held a svmposmm Monday night in
I u lot toon -UM
Before one takes the Graduate
Records I xamination, one should pracIKC. annulling to senior Lindsay
Brannan. After signing up for the GRF.,
one is able to download a GRF Power
Point sofrwan-, which "includes questtonj '.on can UiC to practice and [take
cntin'l tests." she said.
"Beoome familiar with the test befon'
test day,'' Brannan said. She said you
should know the number of questions,
the lime allotted, the directions and that
"you canl skip a question and go back "
When taking the (,KF, take the
optional bn'aks [because] it allows you
|0( leer your head," Brannan added.
Senior Nikki Boacarino explained
that there are that sections to N (,KI
liubal OMth ami writing. Tlinr ■
also a fourth section that is experimental, which will be' either verbal or math,
but will not count toward one's score.
When working on the verbal portion,
she said one needs to concentrate
.u.iiK [they aren't] the most inter

.Ming passages she said. "Don't focus
tixl much on details
Instead she nvommends focusing on
the first third of the passage, since it
tends to include the topic, scope and the
author's purpose
When doing the analogy portion, she
saul one needs to build a strong relationship bridge between the pair. She
added if the bridge is weak, then it is not

the correct anjwet

66
Become familiar with the
test before test day ...you
can'/ skip a question
and go back.
— Lindsay Brannan
Senior, peer aih tsct

57
The math scctkm can be frustrating,
Boscarino said She said ire ixxxls lo
'keep gixxl control ol [thcir| M rap paper
Ik-sides liKiising on the GREs, the
symposium also gave tips on how to get
into graduate school.

"Have a complete list ot schools
you're interested in," senior Tim
Pitkewic/ said. He said one should kxik
at a school's admission statistics and see
what programs they offer.
Senior Katie Welborn said one
needs to begin working on one's letters of recommendation now These
"show your positive qualities youi
numbers don't show,' she said
Find a "professor who knows vou
really, really well... and ask them if they
can write you a good letter of recommendation," she said.
Also, she said it "is in your favor to
give them notice, so start to talk to professors now about recommendations
that are due in December.
Pitkewicz added, "A lot of your
teachers an- busy
so you want to
check up on them and bug them" as the
deadline approaches.
One also should give their professor
a copy of their resume, a listol schools to
which one is applying and the nMMClive due dales and a stamped envelope
addressed for each sehixil, Welborn lead
Another way a school can see more
about you is through one's personal statement, according to senior (;knn Spitkr
The school can find oul about vou
beyond (grade-point average] and
beyond your application, " he said. The

statement should be personal and reflect
who vou an-, however it you're not a
funny person, don't trv to write something funny,' he added
Senior Beth Mold, who coordinated
the event, said the graduate school interview "can beoneot the most important
steps [because] it compliments \ our personal statcmi nts
She said one needs to dnsM prufea
sionally, be on time, bnng in one s
resume portfolio and be oneselt
Also, before the interview, one
should research the schixil and know
current trends in one's field, she added.
lunior Katie Howard said she
learned a lot from attending the symposium "They did realty goixl and were
organized," she said. "1 got more ideas
on the CRFs and graduate schixils, and
now I know how to preparo better
Senior Kathryn Dengler laid, the C.RE
is onK available a lew ttOMi a \ ear and one
must ngister months in ad v .live. She Bald
that the fee is $113, and one can mgisler by
phone at 1-fttXH ,l<l < M I ,,, mail in the
rxgistratRm from a C.RE book; however,
this takes much longer.
For the symposium's slide slmw presentatKxi. visit the PCXT Advising Web site
hhy/lM/nuudufatndvUng, lo kum more
about IK' C.RI.s visit the l,RE Web site,
j-r.ryici'iy
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Suicide bomber attacks U.N.
Police officer dead, 17 wounded after car explosion
&
Ann.
Knn>ht Ridder Tribune
A suicide bomber detonated a car packed with explosives outride the United
Nations headquarters Monday
in Baghdad, Iraq, killing himself and an Iraqi policeman
and wounding 17 people, officials and witnesses said.
The attack was the second on
the U.N. compound, which was
devastated last month when a
large truck bomb killed 23 people, including the top U.N.
envoy in Iraq, and wounded
BY

Dm

W BROWN

BAN

mot then 100.

Iraqi militants have used
bombings and assassinations in
an apparent campaign to convince Iraqis that the US-led ctwlition can't keep them secure, to
punish Iraqis who cooperate' with
the American-led occupation and
to discourage other nations from
sending their officials and sol-

diers to assist the United Nations
or the United States.
Monday's incident took
place a day before President
George W. Bush was set to
speak to the U.N. General
Assembly in New York to
appeal for more international
aid and foreign troops for Iraq.
The bomber detonated an
explosive device just after 8
a.m as police were conducting
a security check on his vehicle
in a parking lot about 250
yards away from U.N. headquarters, Iraqi police, military
officials and witnesses said.
Many foreign U.N. workers
have left Iraq, but the remaining staff had continued to
work at the headquarters,
which is in a former hotel.
"The bomber couldn't get into
the compound, so he changed his
target to civiliaas outside the
building," said Capt. Sean Kirley,
a spokesman for the 2nd

Armored Calvary Regiment,
which secured the area after the
blast. "It was in a parking lot
where the Iraqi police congregate
before they go to work."
No group claimed responsibility. "I was 2 to 3 meters away,
and there was a very big explosion,'1 Haider Khalid Ibrahim,
21, said as he lay in his bed at
Yarmouk hospital, one eye covered in a bloody bandage, one
leg broken and his body laced
with shrapnel wounds "I am
sure he was an Iraqi."
Other witnesses said the
bomber was driving a red
Ope), the last in a line of a halfdozen cars waiting to get into
the parking lot. A policeman
approached the car and asked
him to open the trunk. As the
policeman was looking inside,
the car blew up. The driver had
made no attempt to flee.
Most of the injured were
members of the U.S.-trained

Facilities Protection Service, an
Iraqi force charged with providing security at government
property and other crucial sites.
U.S. military police sealed
off the blast site as ambulances
took away the dead and wounded. About three hours after the
attack, coalition investigators
and Iraqi police poked through
the wreckage, snapping photos
and looking for clues as to who
might have carried it out. The
burned-out chassis of the car sat
wheels-up in a crumpled heap.
A severed human arm lay with
the debris.
In a short statement, Douglas
Brand, the senior coalition adviser to the Iraqi Interior Ministry,
condemned the bombing as an
attack on innocent Iraqis.
"This is a rather cowardly
attack, but it will not keep the
coalition forces nor the Iraqi people from stabilizing the country," he said.

VRKA OAVWSfnqffphntnznipHer
Seniors Adam Burrowbrldge, left, and Jennifer Krouee show
Peace Corps representative Jason Kane their resume.

FAIR: Internships,
jobs available to
'energetic' students
CAREER, from page 3

Cheaper drinks cause increase in consumption
Bv KIVIN KAMPWIRTH
University Daily Kansan
The cheaper the beers, the
more you'll drink.
Harvard University public
health researchers published a
. in October's American
Journal of Prnvn/iiv Mciiuinr
that they say verifies this seemingly implicit assumption. The
study results showed that "alcohol promotions, price specials
and large-volume discounts are
MSOCtaisd with higher binj;e
drinking rates "
The researchers based their
conclusions on visits they made
to nearly 830 bars and nMaurants and l,f>84 liquor stores in
118 college neighborhoods
nationwide. The study also
included data taken from more
than 10,000 students
Alcohol-related incidents
lead to nearly 1,400 deaths
each year for college students A half-million are
injured and about 70,000 sexually assaulted when alcohol

is involved, according to the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism.
These numbers, and outcry
to reduce binge drinking on college campuses, led researchers
to conduct the study.
Surveys taken from a 2001
College Alcohol Study, also
done by Harvard, showed that
two out of five college students
are binge drinkers.
The recent Harvard study
showed that "the lower the
price of beer in the surrounding community, the higher the
binge drinking rate at the college "It added that alcohol
consumption by college students was affected by price.
"All-you-can-drink" and "$1
-you-call-it" specials, can be
found in almost any college
town in the country. Lawrence,
Kan., is no exception.
Several area Kirs offer specials
on various nights of the week.
Fatso's, 1016 Massachusetts St., is
one of them.
Gavin Smith, Fatso's manag-

er, said that V\fcdnesday, "$1
anything" night, and Saturday,
live music night, were its most
popular nights.
'They're the things that draw
people in," Smith said. "Real, real
cheap drinks and live music,"
Dollar well drinks and dol
lar shots are other popular specials at area bars.
"The drink specials and the
fact that we have no cover
charge is what draw a lot of people in on those nights," said
Angela Hale, bar manager at Jet
Lag Lounge in Florida.
For many students, cheap
drink specials on a given night
VM n what bar they will go to.
"It seems people are drawn to
the places with cheaper drinks,"
said Lauren Keefer, a junior at
Wichita State University in
Kansas. "It is a factor when I'm
deciding when? to go."
Not all establishment workers
said they thought that cheap
drinks were the deciding factor
on where students chose to go.
"Drink specials do a little,

but for us it's more the environment," said Aaron Silber,
■Kfctant manager at The Pool
Room in Iowa.
The Pool Room has live hiphop shows on Fridays and several pool tables, two factors that
Silber said drew crowds.
Bar owners say the price is
what brings in patrons.
"If you're the most expensive
place in town, you're not going to
get business," said Scott Ctodgin,
general manager at Emerson
Biggins Sports Bar and Grill in
I -awrence, Kan.
Hmerson Biggins offers large
volumes of alcohol for cheap
prices several days a week,
including a "two-for-one" special, meaning the buyer gets two
drinks for the price of one.
Many bars, including Fatso's,
stopped offering these "Two for
One" specials after it was made
illegal a few years ago.
"The biggest thing is cheap
beers, cheap drinks," Dodgin
said. "That's the only way to
appeal to these' college kids."

what I know."
Meshanko said she used the
Web site as a resource to prepare before attending the
Career Fair, which she found to
be "a wonderful opportunity."
Richard Christian, a representative from TruCreen
Companies, a lawn care service
based in the Virginia Beadi
area, said the fair held Tuesday
gave him an opportunity to
recruit senior business and
marketing majors.
Christian said he was
looking for "open-minded
and energetic" students to
talk to who had good communication skills.
The fair was held not only
for students seeking careers
right out of college, but also
for interns and volunteers.
Sophomore Julia Yuskav RK
said she was hoping to find an
internship in a hospital thnxjgh
Monday's Technical, Health
and Human Services Fair "I
didn't know what to expect,"
Yuskavage said. "But it was a
good experience, and everyone
was helpful"
Campus organizations
also showed up to recruit

volunteers.
Christine Spilman, assistant coordinator for the
Women's Resource Center,
promoted her organization
and wanted to get students to
volunteer doing office work
or creating posters.
Companies participating
ranged from the nationally
recognized Pepsi Bottling
Company and Target Stores
to local companies such as
WVPT and the Rockingham
County Department of Fire
and Rescue.
Students were encouraged at the end of their visit
to the Career Fair to fill out
an evaluation to help plan
future fairs.
IMor to the fair students
were encouraged to search the
Academic Advising & Career
LX'vclopment
Web
site
Utt}r./hwb.jmu^duJcareer/webMu
tltfilMiutitittieii'sJttm. where an

employer list was displayed.
Sirocky-Meck called the
event "such a great opportunity, because the employers are here because they
know JMU students are
good and have the qualities thev want,"
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DIVERSITY: Culture ! ASHBY: International dorm provides
provided as festival
multicultural environment for students
IHMKSITY.fromw I
their experiences.
JMU juniors Ben Pnztef
and Todd Kamien volunteered with the PMOB Patrol
group during the festival
AoCOfding to Hra/icr, then' tn
approximately 42 different
languages
spoken
in
Rockingham County, and the
International Festival is .i great
way for students not trom
Harrisonburg to find out what
the Community has to offer.
Kamien
said,
"The
Harrisonburg community is
rich with culture, and those
residents want to coma and
display and express their heritage, plus we get the kids
involved with the crafts and
games, and that's just an
added bonus."
According to Saxon, the
festival can be a huge eveopener tor students. Saxon
said JMU was expecting a
big turnout of about 200 student volunteer-"This festival really breaks

■\SHHY. from page 1
International program must
first apply and then be
reviewed by several committees and are accepted based on
what each individual student
can bring to the community.
Maggie Burkhart Evans,
director of residence life, said,
"We try to keep the residents
50/50 in terms of U.S. international and international, as
well as male/female and
lower- and upperclassmen."
East said, "I love being a
part of Ashby [Hall] because 1
am surrounded by such a
blend of cultures, and it is tun
for me to help them adjust to
the new place '
East, teamed with fellow
Ashby resident advisers, juniors
Emily Kitamura and Rahul
Kapoor and sophomore Driss
\livhiche, collaborates with the
community council to plan special programs, especially for the
international students.
"Ashby |Hall| exit-programs

66
This festival really
breaks down walls for
the JMU community.
— Bonnie Saxon
wnior, siudtnl \olunlccr coordinate*

95
down walls for the JMU comnumitv. lamilies get together,
and professors bring their kids
and they Intend with students on a different level than
in the classroom," Saxon said
Junior Caitlin Fox, who

attended the festival* said,
" Ihe international festival
was a wonderful experience that broadens cultural
horizons, and I am glad
that the Harrisonburg community embraces its multicultural aspects "

every other residena? hall on
campus, and they always have a
gnat turnout for their events,"
Mid I n cotton, area cixtrdinator
for Bluestone and Hillside area.
Freshman Heather Alford said,
"My favorite program that Ashby
has (rffcred has been the one on
African culture. V^ had a professor come down and talk with us
about the time he spent in Sierra
Iionc, witchcraft, traditions of the
people and even showed us pictuns from his visit"
After spending 2 1 /2 years in
Russia, Alford, a resident of
Arlington, chose to live in Ashby
Hall to stay in a predominantly
international community.
"1 love living in Ashby
because the dorm is a very tightly-knit community," Alford said.
"It's small enough where you
know everyone, and you really
get the sense of a family here."
Alford isn't the only one
who believes one of Ashhv'*best aspects is its small community. Former Ashbv resi-

CAMPAIGN: SGA looks to be
visible in Harrisonburg community
CAMMIQS ' wpagvl
While theM .A was UK
ful last year, he said he expects
to go beyond thai \ te aala tins
year the'SGA will "fulfill their

mission to lerve, educate and
represent wholeheartedly." To
complete this mission, the
SGA is going to DC more » tne
more accessible and In
its visibility and accountability, Stoney added.
Some of the new ideas
include
having
SGA
Wednesdays, where students
can approach tables located
throughout
campus
and
address any issue It also will
Start to post the senators \ot
ing records online, allowing
constituents to see how their
representative voted. 1 hev
also started a radio ihow on

WXJM in which students can
call in their .concerns and
questions. This show is
broadcasted by s< -As associate broadcast coordinators,
juniors I auren Broussard and
it English, Wedncsda\
from 8 to 9 p.m.
si !A also will be addressing

the smerasney contraceptive
pill and the need for diversity
Stones said SA..A is working
with the General Education
department to include a course
Off diversity U1 its program.
The SGA also will be visible in the Harrisonburg com-

mumtv by completing 1,01)0
noun <>f conununlt] service
as a group.
JMU President l.inwood
Kose ,ilst> addressed the senators .it the press conference.

He said last year "this (SGAJ
had one of its most productive years." However, he
added, by increasing constituent trust and improving
service to constituents, this
year will be even better.
Junior Tom Culligan, SGA
chief of staff, read a prepared
statement bv Mark Warner,
JMU senior vice president of
student affairs and university
planning and analysis. Warner
said, "The SGA believes and
practices leadership in the DSBl
interest of the student body,"
and that he too feels the new
s< ,A will benefit the students.
The new SGA Web site also
represents its new approach.
For more information on
the SGA visit its Web site,
hll\rjfcga.jmu.edu.
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Student Association and the
Middle Eastern interest club.
"I love being involved in so
many different international
organizations that JMU has to
oner, and I encourage all the residents of Ashby Hall to get
involved as well," East said. "I
really just can't get enough of
this dorm and neither can moM
of the residents who live ham
There is a vast majority of second-year Ashby-ites, and then
there are people like me and
I tatty (Kitamura] who came
back for a third year."
The general oonaanaua
among Ashbv residents and
RAsis that the JMU international program is a success that continues to flourish. East said the
tightly knit community of students spanning the globe from
Bangladesh to Honduras .is
well as the carefully planned
cultural programs offered to residents are only a few of the reasons that international students
keep coming back for more.

dent, sophomore Mathias
Kjaer, has similar views when
asked about his experience in
Ashby Hall last year.
"I enjoyed living in Ashby
[Halll because I really got to
know everyone — and thnnigh
that I made some really good
friends," Kjaer said.
Burkhart Kvans stressed the
importance of Ashby Hall collaborating with the Center for
Multicultural /International
Students. This collaboration has
led to a campus-wide international affair, which Burkhart
Evans is pleased to see growing
continually. The collaboration of
Ashby Hall with the Center for
Mulicultural/International
Student Services has led to the
involvement of many Ashby residents in the various international clubs and organizations JMU
has to offer.
East and several fellow
Ashby residents are members of not only CMISS but
also
the
International

SGA: Proxy debated at meeting
KM
in page'
informed decision,'' he said.
"Why debate if no one is here?"
SGA decided that twothirds of the Senate must be
then1 or by proxy, which is a
piece of paper that is givent to
a senator by an absent senator
and says that the person with
the proxy can vote on behalf of
the absent senator, in order for
there to be a votr
Another controversial
debate that Gray said has been
discussed in past years was on
whether or not to eliminate
proxy. "What is the point of
representing people if you
aren't going to be here.
Debate
sometimes
can
change your mind on a vote,
and it can't do that with a
proxy,"
said
Senator
Matthew Benjamin, a senior.
Several people disagreed
| with what Benjamin had to say,

-66What is the point of
representing people
if you aren'/ going
to be here.
— Mitthew Benjamin

«mor. senator

—55and the amendment to eliminate pn»xy was not passed.
Once the house rules were
passed, the meeting moved on
to adda-ss issues brought forth
by Cray. The first bill offered
an SGA congratulations to
professor of music David
C ottn-ll, who won an Emmy
Sept. 3. He won for
Outstanding
Individual
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Richmond,
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idea. Homecoming and Mr.
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the parade and Purple Out.
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President Bush's approval rating hits lowest point
Approval drops to 50 percent with Americans troubled about Iraq, war, economy
BY MARK SILVA

The Orlando Sentinel
President George VV. Bush
now has the lowest publicapproval rating of his presidency as growing doubts about the
war in Iraq weigh on Americans
already troubled by how Bush is
handling the economy.
Now at 50 percent in the latest
Gallup Poll, the president's jobapproval rating has plunged nine
points in the last month alone.
Both Bush's decline and a
notable increase in public dissatisfaction with the war occurred
as the president openly confronted the staggering cost of a continuing conflict.
Persisting anxiety over a
snuggling economy and spreading perception that the war in
Iraq was not worth the effort
have combined to end abruptly
a long ride of strong public sup-

port for Bush since the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11,2001.
While the 2004 election
remains a year away, Bush's
sliding rating! make him vulnerable to credible challengers. Indeed, Gallup shows
the newest Democratic rival,
retired Gen. Wesley Clark, has
entered the race on a virtual
par with the president.
"It reflects the fact that people
are feeling some unease, both in
terms of the economv and the situation in Iraq," said Stephen
Hess, senior fellow at The
Brookings Institution. "In situations like that, it's always the
president mat feels their pain."
In a possible matchup, with a
3 percentage-point-possible margin of error in Gallup's Sept. 19 to
21 survey, Clark drew 49 percent
of registered voters. Bush 46.
"That is the first time that
has happened in polling |this

year). There is no other poll
that shows a Democrat, he.idto-head, leading the OTVM
dent," said Tony Welch,
spokesman for the UC&MX f»tk
National Committee
I v.n
■carter" for Bush, he said, is
the fact that several other
Democrats tie Bush within the
margin of error in this poll.
The Republicans insist there
is nothing to fear in Bush's sliding numbers. The presidents
own pollster, Matthew Dowd,
wrote in an April 22 memo that
Bush's ratings were unsustainably high and had nowhere to
go but down — and that Bush
"will at times likely be behind
potential Democreo."
Christine Keis.Mi. spokeswoman for the Republican
National
Committe
said
Tuesaday, "Currently, the prtal
dent enjoys higher numbers
than both Ronald Reagan and

Bill Clinton enjoyed at similar
points in their pn-sidencies. If
you put this in historical persjxvtiw, there is nothing to be
concerned about here"
While Bush's decline is
remarkable, pollsters note,
history shows that a president can slide further and
still win re-election.
Both an improving economy
and a shifting of responsibility
for post-war Iraq from the
United States to the United
Nations could bolster greatly
Bush's HUMCtt lor re-election.
"The key thing is that, this far
out, the job-.ippmv.il and the
Democratic trial heats aren't
very predictive. Ttx> much can
change," Frank Newport, editor
in chief for Gallup, said Tuesday.
The greatest drag on Bush's
popularity is a rapidly growing
concern among Americans that
the war in Iraq wasn't worth the

effort, Gallup has found.
Bush himself may have
fueled this doubt with his
nationally televised Sunday
night speech Sept. 7, warning of
a long struggle ahead in Iraq
and placing an $87 billion price
tag on the security and rebuilding ot Iraq and Afghanistan
In early April, with major
combat underway, 76 percent of
Americans surveyed told Gallup
the war was worth it.
Throughout August, 63 percent
said it was worth it. In the newest
survey of 1,003 Americans conducted by Gallup Friday thnxigh
Sunday, just 50 percent called the
war worthwhile.
For two years, Americans
have expn-SM-d unrelenting concern about the economy, and they
have handed Bush increasingly
poor rating* for his handling of it.
But, for two years, Bush's
popularity has been buoyed by

the global war on terrorism.
The president, elected without
a popular-vote majority in 2000,
reached his previous low
approval-rating in Gallup's surveys — 51 percent — in the days
just before the terrorist assaults of
Sept. 11, 2001. Yet, his approval
peaked at 90 percent just 10 days
after Sept. 11 and still stood at 59
percent as recently as late August.
Bush's approval has fallen
by nine points in the month that
he made his televised case for a
continuing and costly engagement in Iraq.
Democrats will find a new
stage for their criticism in a
televised debate Thursday,
the first to be shown nationally on cable-news stations.
The forum, second in a
fall series, has been expanded to two hours to accommodate the enlarged field of
10 candidates.
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Is it any of the public's business? Maybe
not. But do a candidate's personal decisions
reflect the candidate's character? Yes.
*M

hWH MlttMial, Mo»
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Our dream job is not something we ... find
while roaming around a career fair.
REBECCA KARLI

senior

■ Breeze Reader's View
HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Seniors unprepared,
unsure about first job
RebeccaKarll

Politicians' pasts always newsworthy, important
With the California governor recall said that the media used to keep sto- their personal lives. Is it any of the pubelection Oct. 7, backgrounds of certain ries similar to Hart's secret because the lic's business? Maybe not. But do a cancandidates have been brought up. assumption was that the American didate's personal decisions reflect the
Arnold Schwarzenegger, especially, has people were not mature enough to candidate's character? Yes.
People are creatures of habit. If a
been under fire for things he said and handle that kind of news.
did before his acting career took off.
President John F. Kennedy's alleged person makes a certain decision, he or
Much has been made about his contro- affairs with numerous women are a prime she might make similar decisions
versial comments in the past, including example of that notion. Many suspected based on previous choices. Therefore,
a 1977 interview with Oui magazine in and knew about the affairs, yet no one if a person has made past decisions,
which he discussed group sex.
wrote about them until well after his death. that could cause people to question
Is it wrong to dig up someone's
Baseball legend Babe Ruth is said that person's character when the canpast? There are many ethical decisions to have chased nude women around didate has to make future decisions
Character is important, especially
for the media to make when it comes to hotels as members of the press played
situations such as this one. Publicizing cards, ignoring the incidents because for politicians. They are the represendirt about a candidate could end his or they didn't want to affect Ruth's sta- tatives of the people. They should have
tus as a role model for young kids and a moral obligation to set a good examher political career.
ple and be a role model to the public.
In 1987, Democratic presidential as a hero to the public.
However, in more recent times, things They should keep their images clean to
candidate Gary Hart found this out
firsthand. The Miami Herald received have changed as times have changed. prevent any problems
While the media may be guilty of
anonymous phone calls that prompt- When the Watergate scandal broke in the
ed it to send a reporter to Hart's early 1970s, integrity became an impor- digging up the dirt, isn't it their jobs?
The media's purpose is to inform the
townhouse in Washington, D.C.
tant factor, especially for politicians.
The stakeout proved to be informaBeschloss also said, "If candidates public. They arc one of the checks and
tive, as the former Colorado senator was can't bear up under full disclosure, they balances to what goes on in the world.
If the media feels their readers or
seen leaving with a woman that was not have no business being in politics."
Bearing the truth has helped some viewers have a right to know about
Hart's wife — who was back in Colorado.
the
so-called dirt, they have a moral
public
officials.
Some
laughed
off
forOnce the Herald broke the story.
Hart's chances for the presidential mer President Bill Clinton's sexual mis- obligation to print it.
So while it may not be fair to people
nomination, or any public office for that conduct after he eventually confessed.
Over 100 years ago, President Grover such as Schwarzenegger and others runmatter, went down in flames.
In a press conference soon after the Cleveland received criticism for father- ning for office to have their pasts quesstory appeared. Hart accused the ing an illegitimate son. Cleveland tioned, it is only fair for the public to
media of performing yellow journal- allegedly acknowledged the incident know so that it can affect their voting
ism. He said, "The public does not and ordered his staff to tell the truth, should they choose to let it. Maybe the
past shouldn't affect the present. That
have a right to know everything about and he still won the election.
As history has shown, politicians isn't up to the media, however. They just
everybody's personal life."
Historian Michael Beschloss once have not always been honest about report. The public makes the decision.

I can feel my heart pounding
in my chest. I wipe my sweaty
palms on my discounted business suit from TJ Maxx and
glare once more at the swarm of
college seniors bustling about
the recruitment tables, nodding
enthusiastically, their voices
booming with buzzwords like
"team-work" and "goal-setting"
and over-emphasizing their
accomplishments with exaggerated hand gestures.
I assume my position as I
approach the first recruiter —
head held high to create the illusion that I'm confident, smile
and eye contact to make it look
like I'm enjoying myself, mouth
stocked with cool mint Listerine
strips and arms loaded with a
stack of my heavily spellchecked, easily scannable
resumes which were printed on
t'xir.i-Hurahle, peach-colored
paper. Although i am a typical
product of an endless amount of
career fair workshops and
resume reviews, 1 am still as confused and disoriented as ever.
How can I sell myself in 30
seconds to an employer? How
can 1 convince recruiters that my
leisure job as a lifeguard for the
summer was an action-packed
career k)aded with responsibility
through which 1 utilized my
analytical and managerial skills?
Is the proper handshake policy
two solid pumps or three?
The sad truth is that there
always have been and continue
to be many college seniors in this
same position every year. The
undeniable reality is that nothing we've experienced in the
past four years can prepare us
sufficiently for the challenge of
landing our first jobs. Magazine
articles, talk shows and guidance counselors seem to have
endless amounts of advice for
deciding what to do after high
school and choosing the right
college, but once you've labored
through those four years you
find yourself abandoned at the
most inconvenient time.
Before 1 even was old enough
to voice my own opinion, it
already had been predetermined
that I would be going to college.
My mother had made the
authoritative decision for me,
and by the time I was a high
school senior, I already had narrowed down my list of schools
to five. Not only that, colleges
were competing to win me over
by proving that they had the

best academic program
Now, the tables have
fumed. Graduation from college is comparable to having
the world laid out before us
with no compass. We have to
compete with the rest of our
ambitious classmates, as well
as a countless amount of
anonymous college graduates,
who submit their resumes to
the same companies every day.
In addition to our core classes,
we have to do company
research, take our Graduate
Records Examination, apply to
graduate and law school and
endure a senior's worst nightmare — the interview.
Finally, we have the painful
l.isk of making a decision. How
do we make that life-altering
choice when our interests can
range anywhere from professional bartender to Peace
Corps, financial analyst to the
FBI? How do we narrow down
the wide range of options for
which our broad majors have
qualified us? lust give up and
flee to Mexico equipped with
only a banjo? Wander the
world like a nomad?
The frightening n'ality is that
those questions may not even be
so far-fetched for some. The
world is ours for the taking.
Unfortunately, this article
cannot answer any of these
questions for us. We can attend
all of the "how-to" workshops
and mock interviews that our
hearts desire in order to prepare and equip us mentally
with the proper etiquette needed to score a pre-selected interview. However, we need to
keep in mind that only we can
find out for ourselves about
what we are most passionate.
Our dream job is not something we should expect to find
while roaming around a career
fair. It takes many years until we
discover where we really want
to be and who we really are.
Therefore, have fun during this last year of Thirsty
Thursdays and Hurricane
Happy Hours and worry less
about whether your top
choice finds your waitressing
skills admirable. We have our
entire lives to collect business
cards and climb the corporate
ladder, but only a few years
where we actually can say
that we are free to explore the
world without a compass.
Rebecca Karli is a senior economics and Spanish major.
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Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-(or-t.iking-our-breath-away"
pat to the two guys who pulled up beside us
in traffic and blasted "Take My Breath
Away" and turned our bad day into an
absolutely fabulous one.
From two senior girls who love any guy who
can make lliem •.mile

Dart...
A "please-do-somcthing-about-youralarm" dart to whoever's car alarm near
the Village goes off hourly.
Fmm a girl wlio thinks your alarm is more

MMUM ftM ih fe during PMS.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-throwing-me-an-awesome-21st-birthday-party" pat to my
friends, who not only showed me an
amazing time, but also who surprised
me by flying my boyfriend in from
Boston to celebrate.
From a grateful friend who loves you and only
hopes to make you all feel as special as site does.

A "Ihis-ls-a-free-country" dart to the
blood-thirsty carnivore who is too busy stuffing his or her mouth to kx>k around and realize that vegetarianism and veganism is catching on and may even be healthy for you.
From a frustrated animal lover who
doesn't try to force her ethics on you, so
mind your own bu$htttl

Pat...
A "manks-for-being-crazy-dmnks" pat
to all the people who went hurricane sliding
— sledding on wet grass in shorts — down
the Sunchase Kill last Thursday.
From one of the balcony onlookers uho nearly peed her pants from laughing.

Dart.
A "you-bettcr-be-glad your-mother-andyour-maid-don't-work-here" dart to the
lazy, no-good people who leave their trays
and dishware at the tables in I>hall.
Front a D-luill palnm ami worker IIVW doesn'/
appreciate the ntimtm mi mavi-ideration you
are showing Ihepeojile Hut try ivry hard to pn>vide von with a clean, pleasant place to eat.
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"I think that there's
I excesshv drinking at
many colleges, and I
don't think JMU lias
a bigger problem than
any other col.

"No because alcoholics
are people who dritik by
themselves all the time."

"No because we're
all just having a
good lime "

Christine Arcizynski

Turner

sophomore.m.irkitrim:

junior, soc

sophomore, biology

rhy not'
■ Breeze Reader's View

Movie about Luther's life invites
important questions about legacy
AndrewwChudy
In selected theaters across
the nation, a new film soon will
be debuting detailing the life
and times of Martin Luther, the
great 16th-century reformer.
The film, directed by Eric Till
("Bonhoeffer: Agcnl of Grace")
and starring Joseph Fiennes
("Shakespeare in Love") as a
young Martin Luther, will
bring the story of Luther and
his reformation to life. Such an
occasion marks a fitting tirm- I'
return again to the teachings of
Martin Luther, a task necessary
for theologian and layman
alike, due to the changes and
dangers faced by all in this perilous, vet not unprecedented,
post-Sept. 11,2001, era.
To many historians, Martin
I .uther's reformation is seen as a
completed task resulting in little
more than a victory of the individual conscience. This complacent view of church and society
amid not be farther from how
Martin Luther viewed the movement he helped create.
To Luther, the act of reformation was to be an ongoing
process — never completed so
long as the devil and sin still
reigned in this world. It is certain
that Martin Luther would find
much in modem Christendom
in dire need of reformation.
This summer saw news of
the first openly homosexual

bishop being ordained in the
Episcopal Church. This clear
departure from God's word
would have horrified Luther,
who was, to his last breath, convinced of Scripture's authority
A return to Martin Luther's
teachings would mean a return
to the idea of God's word as the
sole rule and standard of faith.
To limit Martin Luther's reformation to nothing more than
a victory of the individual conscience is to divorce his actions
from their true motive. Luther
never sought to free his conscience. Rather, he sought to
bring it ever more into subjection to the unchanging and
infallible word of God. Hence,
these famous words spoken
before his accusers at the Diet
of Worms in 1521 — "I am
bound by the Scriptures I have
quoted and mv conscience is
captive to the Word of God ...
God help me. Amen. Here I
stand, I cannot do otherwise."
The need for reform is not
limited solely to liberal
Protestantism, but can be
found in even the most conservative of churches. Church
growth theology has replaced
Luther's theology of the cross,
leading many churches down
■ path of terminal trendiness.
In far too many churches,
there has begun a process which
aims to strip worship of all the

characteristics of the church
Crucifixes have been removed
from altars, lest they offend the
weak-hearted. Christ-centered
preaching has been replaced
with relationship advice or the
health and wealth gospel.
The Lord's Supper — a
cross-saturated feast of Christ's
body and blood given for us at
Calvary — is being replaced
with the me-centered practices
of the altar call and sinner's
prayer. These departures from
the Church's everlasting duty
to proclaim "Jesus Christ, and
him crucified"(I Cor. 2:2) would
have spurred Luther to reformation as much as Johan Tetzel
and all his legions of indul
gence-peddlers combined.
The continuing relevance of
Martin Luther and his reformation should lead all back to thi
clear word of Scripture, and its
central message — the cross ot
Jesus Christ. The Reformation,
though studied in all world
history classes, is far from over.
Knowing this, may all
Christians do as Martin Luther
passionately beseeched in his
"Commentary on the Galatians
"begin now where we made an
end, according to the saying ot
the son of Sirach— 'When a man
hath done what he can, he must
begin again' (Sirach 18:6)."
Andrew ChuJu is a junior
IDLS major.
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Growing problems in Iraq require U.N. support, U.S. compromise
EdHerbst

The United States is nursing
a $4 billion-per-month wound
— 1.5 billion of which, according to Senate Democrats, is
unaccounted for — that doesn't
appear to be healing as quickly
as some hoped. President
George W. Bush reluctantly
returned back to the institution
of irrelevance, known to the rest
of tne world as the United
Nations He didn't, however,
make any concessions to the
U.N. General Assembly and
refused to admit a lack of preparedness for post-war Iraq.
While Bush seems to be losing approval among the
American people, his smug
arrogance is as present as ever,
denying the Iraqi reconstruction the international legitimacy
it deserves and, ultimately,
hurting both the people of Iraq
and the American soldiers serving there. Unfortunately, the
worst may yet be ahead of us.
Last Wednesday, The New
York Times reported on confidential IX-fense Department intelligence that warned the greatest

security threat in Iraq in the
future would come, not from
Baathist loyalists and panArabic terrorists, but from "ordinary Iraqis increasingly hostile
to the America military." The
intelligence also cautioned —
contrary to the official Defense
Department position — this nascent hostility among ordinary
Iraqis "extended well beyond
the Sunni heartland of Iraq."
While I do confess my own
confidence in our nation's intelligence recently has eroded, if it
is even remotely legitimate,
Thomas Friedman — the de
facto mouthpiece of the neoconservative school — and his
"silent majority" of Iraqis may
well soon become the armedand-angry majority.
Indeed, the London-based
al-Sharq al-Awasat, an Arabic
newspaper, recently ran a story
detailing this trend, citing the
increasing problem of cooperation between the Iraqi citizenry
and the American military in
southern Iraq.
Ordinary Iraqis aren't the
only ones who are unhappy

either. The Iraqi Governing
Council, handpicked by the
United States, plans to bring a
list of grievances to Congress.
Chiefly, the Council members
charge that L. Paul Bremer,
the civilian administrator of
Iraq, egregiously is mismanaging the billions of dollars
earmarked for Iraq.
As an example of his spendthrift behavior, Bremer authorized his staff to send its laundry to be cleaned in Kuwait
Furthermore, council members
say they have been receiving
inadequate protection from the
American military. Their claim
is underscored by the recent
attack on Council member
Aqila al-Hashimi.
All of this, combined with a
depressing Sept. 3 report from
the Congressional Budget Office
stating, "Army would be unable
to sustain an occupation force of
the present size beyond about
March 2004," paints'a troubling
picture of the future of Iraq. The
coming months in Iraq, as predicted by the federal government, will be characterized by
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increasing hostilities and declining U.S. police power. A grim
future indeed.
This is not to say some
progress has not been made
in Iraq. In fact, quite the contrary is true I merelv claim
that reconstruction, on its
current course, is unsustam
able and destined to fail.
Io avert disaster and quell
rising tensions both in Iraq and
the international arena, the Bush
administration must reinvent the
reconstructi(»n of Iraq as international undertaking. Of course,
the reality is that international
cooperation, at this point, will he
incredibly difficult to achieve.
The animosity between
President Bush and French
President Jacques C hirac has
stiffened over the past war
Chirac's government recently
developed a plan to implement
a timetable for the transition in
Iraq, beginning with an immediate symbol power transfer
and culminating with complete
Iraqi sovereignty in six to nine
months. Bush needs to concede
to some of the French demands.

namely the one stipulating that
any U.N. resolution regarding
Iraq must set a timetable for
transfer of Iraqi sovereignty.
(This timetable does not neccsMrihf have to be the same as the
one the French developed.)
While it is unlikely the
French will veto a resolution
without a timetable — they
merely will abstain — a resolution with a "yes" from France
w ill yield far greater legitimacy
and potency with the international community. This solution obviously has flaws, as any
political compromise does, but
it represents the best alternative
to the current plan.
The critics, who invariably
will argue that time constraints
can ruin the delicate process of
nation-building need to realize
the process is far more vulnerable in present-day Iraq and will
become yet more vulnerable if
reconstruction pn>gresses on its
current course. Small efforts to
appease the French would be
the impetus behind a successful
U.N. resolution and international support in Iraq.

As German Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder recently
declared in T)ic New York Times
Friday, Germany is "willing to
shoulder more responsibility,"
but only if the United States
allows the United Nations to
play "a central role." The same
likely can be said of Turkey,
India and Pakistan, all of
which the United States has
tried desperately, and unsuccessfully, to coax into sending
military units into Iraq.
Tuesday President Bush met
with leaders from around the
world. He now has the chance
— probably the last he will get
— to rally international support.
The key to gaining support —
and a strong U.N. resolution —
is through gaining backing from
France. France recently has
backed down from its hard-line
position on Iraq and narrowed
the difference — it is time for the
United States to do the same.
Ed Herbst is a sopliomore political science major at Rutgers
University. This column first
appeared in the Sept. 22 edition of
The Daily Targum.
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HOMECOMING 2003
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 8
Sunset on the Quad

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 9
Commons Day

FRIDAY, OCTORER10
Alumni Golf Tournament
Car Decorating Contest
"Purple Power" Parade & Pep Rally
Spades Tournament

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11
5k Fun Walk/Run
Annual Pre-Game Field Festival
Third Annual Homecoming Tailgate
Contemporary Gospel Singers Concert
Football (JMJ vs. University of Richmond)
Phil Vassar Concert
Step Show & Step Show After Party

v/vvv/.jiiiiLedij/lioinecoiJiiiiy

International Week

September 20 -28,2003
Join us for a night of Middle East
cuisine and performances by the
Desert ~Wtnd Dance CompanyII
International Extravaganza
Friday, September 26, 2003
College Center Grand Ballroom
6:30-8:00 pm
Established in 1993, the Desert Wind Dance Company
is a professional ensemble dedicated to the presentation
and preservation of Middle Eastern dance. Their goal
is to enlighten audiences to the diverse cultural
backgrounds of the Middle East, as well as the
opportunity to convey artistic expression and perform
modern interpretations of the dance.

Tickets can be purchased at: CMISS,
Warren Hall, Room 245.
$6 for student; $12 per person.
For more information, please contact:
568-6636 or multicultural@jmu.edu
This Is a Wellness Tassport Event
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
1

Todays Birthday (Sept 25). The more things you check off your to-do lists this year, the stronger you'll
become. Not everything is easy, but getting these things done is good for you You'll get tough.

Aries March 21-April 19
^gToday is .i 7 - A mistake isn't the end of
^^_> the world n - jusl another mess to clean
y^fl up. The good news is that your life is getting easier, and nol a moment too soon.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Today is a 7 - You should be getting more
. nntident. Don't get cocky or arrogant,
though. That would be counterproductive.

&:

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - Take on a project to make
your home more beautiful, more comfort' iUfl or somehow more perfect. You may
not think you know how, but vou II l.-arn
as you go along.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
fc -v Today is a 7 - Knowledge isn't evervtriin>;.
j^^w' Money is nice, but it won't buy you satis
^f^J faction, either. Luckily, there are no limits
on imagination and love. The more you
spend, the more you get.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
* «j"£>^n
Ay*
^■^-

Today is a 6 - You're naturally mehculous,
and that's an advantage now Don I tru-i
your friends to do the job as carefully as you
would - not until you've taught them how.

RiDDi.KoftheDay
What has at least
100 holes, but
you can still fill it
with water?

Johnny

XI
?4

2t
^

. Today is a 7 - Your compassion is harder
* to express if you perceive rejection.
Ponht one who's been hurt for being
unable to be as gracious as you are.

33

-i
Today is a 6 - Get a partner to help you
flfc
with a tricky negotiation. Something's
H^rST complex about travel, too Got help, and
proceed with caution.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
R Today is a 7 - By tomorrow, conditions
will be right for travel and deepening
love. Meanwhile, continue to make the
■•CtiJs.tr\ prep.ir.itions

Pisces Feb. 19-rVlarch 20
Today is a 6 - Pool your resources with
,*T^^ thoseot .i practical person. I Ain't nosh
*^ j» into a big purchase, though IA> vour
^^ homework first.
—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Light knocks
5 Proficient
10 Prime donna's
number
14 Woodwind
member
15 Pablo Casals'
instrument
16 Find a perch
17 Swiss vista
18 No-no
19 Longest
sentence?
20 Calyx part
22 Kept talking
and talking
24 Earthquake
activity
26 Fa-la link
27 Put up
resistance to
28 With great
glee
33 Fuss
35 Small drum
37 Ruffled pride
38 Warms up the
engine
40 Pony's
comment
42 Distinctive
atmosphere

11

1*

13

30

31
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Solutions to Last
s T A G
c A N
H O U H
J_ 0
A I T A
A
«
Q E H M A N S H
s T Y M I i BJL
B_j L s|
s S T S
1 A M
T F R I
A G L
H fc I D
N O V
I N T fc MBJ
P O U L T 1 c fc
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6

!
:

48

^\ Today is a 7 - You may have to tell friends
y^m" thai you can't go along on an expensive
(^y excursion. You'd better protect your own
savings account, because nobody else will
do it for you.

P E
Answer to last issue's iKXlle

1

u

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
^ « Today is an 8 - You don't need to use words
™J^ to express sour feelings. A loved one can
f]P\ Ka& y,,ur mind Trust your imagination
and your vision of how things can be.

3

ft

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^»v» Today is a 7 - Don't abandon hope if
VH you've suffered financial losses. You can
&J} i" M U'vi'ntu.illy) by developing vour
creative talents.

Gemini May 21-June 21

2

1

5B

1

11

54

60

55

61

.

64

6S
69

(

71

-

43 Calvin of
fashion
45 Up to now
47 Auction end?
48 York's rank
50 Kudrow ot
"Friends"
52 Old Gray Mare
53 Tiny spot
56 Took eagerly
61 Large flightless birds
62 New currency
63 Involving
warships
65 Improve a
draft
66 Pub pints
67 Mediterranean
island
68 Bog down
69 Blind feature
70 Dough
additive
71 Wraps up

DOWN
1 Drinker's salute
2 More
competent
3 Dropped in
for a visit
4 Opening word
5 Make things
happen
6 Sweeties
7 Exile isle
8 Storyline
9 Baby's foot
10 Praise be!
11 Sudden attack
12Lowdown
13 Indian Ocean
gulf
21 Angle of a
golf club
23 Air show
maneuver
25 Pitcher Nolan
28 Floor support
29 Bacchanal
30 Just made it
31 Bait
32 Calendar span
33 Boats like
Noah's
34 Mark for
removal
36 Noggin

39 Street marking
41 Lend support
44 Tide type
46 Stadium level
49 Administrative
division
51 Collude
53 Petty quarrels
54 Scottish
landowner
55 Sen. Kefauver
56 Briny deeps
57 Void's
partner?
58 Neighborhood
59 Throw caution
to the wind
60 Iris part
64 Give
permission to

Reserve your space early at the

LEASING KICKOFF
on October 3rd from 4 to 7 p.m.

Free Food
Prizes
Fun
& Kiss FM LIVE
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Focus

Students reach out to those in need
with hands, hammers, houses
Story by staff writer Amanda Hayes • Grahics by art director Jessica Taylor

T

he family entered the doors of (heir new
Jhome for the first time. They walked around
while excitedly KwMngoVCr the freshly painted walls
and the shiny kitchen countertops. The children ran to
pick out whicti bednxtm they would sleep in that
night, while the parents simply stood and smiled at
Mch other. They had helped build this house and had
known that it would belong to them, but they still felt
overwhelmed that it had all come about because of an
organization called Habitat for Humanity.
Habitat for Humanity is an international nonprofit organization that has chapters in almost
ever) dtj md country in the world and is dedicated to eliminating poverty housing, according to
senior Amanda Laz, JMU chapter president.
The JMU chapter of Habitat for Humanity eduI tON the campus and local community about current housing issues, builds and rehabilitates
homes in partnership with homeowners and the
community and raises funds for the work of the
organization, according to Laz.
"We do not have a requirement for this club," Laz
Mid "It is based on people willingly volunteering
their time, not being required to do so."

—(6
We do not have a requirement for this
club. It is based on people willingly
volunteering their time, not being
required to do so.
— Amanda Laz
senior

95
"Experience is not needed," Laz added. "You
learn as you go."
Since its founding, the JMU chapter has helped
build two houses in RtkkinghamCounty, including the
most recent one — a duplex in Bridgewater that will
house two families. The JMU chapter co-sponsored the
duplex with Bridgewater ( ollege s chapter and the
local Central Valley Habitat for Humanity.
"Our contribution to

the house eventually will be around $15,000 to
and plan to have a closer partnership this year"
$20,000, but at the time of the building we only had
Habitat for Humanity does not build and give
away free houses, according to Claire Martindale,
a little under 10 (thousand dollars), so we are still
working on paying that back," said junior Matt
extcutivffdln
Grespin, fund-raising chair.
"We do have a family housing committee that
screens applicants," Martindale said. "This If
Central Valley Habitat for Humanity will dedicate the new duplex at 106 Price Dr. Sunday, Sept 28
based on the type of housing the family is in now,
at 4 p.m., according to the Central Valley Habitat for
(including) their physical housing and the adequaHumanity, Inc. press release. The public is invited to
cy of heating and water."
Homeowners must provide an average of 300 to
join the homeowners and volunteers in this service
of dedication and fellowship, according to Laz.
500 hours of labor toward their home, according to
"Being involved with Habitat for Humanity here
Martindale. This figure is based on the number of
at JMU has helped me get more involved with not
adults in the family.
only other JMU students, but to really feel like I am
"One thing that makes Habitat housing affordable
able to contribute and help the community of
is that there is no profit and no interest for the loans,"
Martindale said. "All the mortgage payments go into
Harrisonburg and nearby towns," said senior Sarah
Murray, vice president of the club. "It is important
a fund to build another Habitat home."
VHfH currently is seeking a partnering
to be involved with the community in which one
and Habitat has helped me to do that."
sponsor to build a house in Timberville.
JMU's Habitat for Humanity does more than
It has a lot available and a prospective
homeowner waiting. For more informajust build houses.
tion on how to become involved with Central
"A lot of times we participate in various service
projects around the community, such as helping nonValley Habitat for Humanity, call 828-6288.
The JMU Habitat for Humanity holds meetings
profit organizations (including Our Community
Other Wednesday from 5 to 6 p.m. in Taylor
Place in Harrisonburg) and doing repairs for community and Habitat houses," La/ saui
305. October meeting dates include Oct. 1, 15 and
29.
For
more information, stop by Habitat for
Grespin said, "I like the organization because not
only do we work on the house ... but we also do some
Humanity's table during Student Organization
Night or contact Amanda Laz at \azaa.
volunteer work at various places around Harrisonburg."
Habitat is very flexible with the time commitment, according to Laz, and there is no base
service requirement, it is strictly voluntary.
To raise money for projects, the
JMU chapter plans fund tais
ers each year, according to
Murray. Past fund raisers
include "Do You Give a Buck?," whu h ithe idea that if every JMU student gave
$1, then Habitat would be able to build a
house, according to Murray. Other fund
raisers include movie nights at GraftonStovall Theatre, a 5-kilometer race, letter
drives, working concessions for athletic
events and Lombardi Gras, which ig in
all-day concert held on campus.
JMU's plans for this year include
rebuilding its relationship with the
Central Valley Habitat for Humanity, Inc.,
Central Valley Habitat for Humanity,
formed in 1987 with volunteers interested
according to Laz.
"In the past, JMU has participated in
in providing housing to responsible, lowvarious projects with Central Valley, but
income families. That same year, the
recently, our relationship has dwindled
Central Valley chapter became affiliated
a little," Laz said. "That is one thing
what we plan to work on this
with Habitat for Humanity International.
year We have set up meetings
and events with the chapter

c

Central Valley
Habitat for Humanity

In its 15-year existence, CVHfH has
completed 27 houses in the Harrisonburg,
Rockingham County and northern Augusta
County areas. One house currently is under
construction while the Bridgewater duplex
has yet to be dedicated.
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in working for

he Breeze?

NOW THAT WE'VE GOT YOUR
ATTENTION:

WE BREEZE NOW MAKES ONE
Stop by our booth at

rganizatio^.ght

TODAY
5-8 p.m.

s

1/16 PAGE AD AVAILABLE
AT NO COn TO CLUBS AND
ORGANIZATIONS EACH WEEK.

If YOUR GROUP IS INTERESTED,
ADS CAN BE RESERVED
THROUGH SGA. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT
THE ON-CAMPUS ADS

REPRESENTATIVE, MAN FAGAN,
ATFAGANRJ@JMU.EDU

at tiu College Center

You've Missed...
The Blucsionc

inner campus buses
L. jj opportunties to go to UREC
8 am classes
chances to talk to the hottie you met last
weekend
But don't miss that U chance to get your yearbook picture taken!
September 15-19
September 22-26
September 29- October 3
Mon. 1p.m. - 5p.m.

Taylor 400
Taylor 402
Taylor 402
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m. - 5p.m.

$5 sitting fee, but yearbooks are free!
Seniors: Forgot to return the card you received over the
summer? You can still get your picture taken!
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
ore-mail <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>

Leave Your Mark
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■ Extra napkins needed

"['Stitching*] is an emotional
roller coaster."

STYLE

Biltmore's Thumbs and
Toes are one of a kind,
by the half or full pound,
see story below
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MIA WILSON

junior
see story below

So what came first, the

Thumbs

or the

Toes?

Biltmore Grill offers tasty chicken with funky name
BY ELIZABETH HAMNER
AND KYRA PAPAFIL
senior writer and style editor

Step One
Biltmore Grill cook Matt Whltten, a senior, tosses
raw Thumbs and Toes In Hour before frying them.

Ml My ain't even begin to describe the,
well, mess, the table of }MV students havecreittd .is they dig into three pounds of honey
barbecue boneless glory.
Thumbs and Toes, deep-fried, boneless
chicken wings which are heated and sauced are

■ervad upnkhti) atBUtmareGtUL

Biltmore boasts "Our world famous wings
without the bones" in advertisements and,
according to fans, the bragging rights are all its
Many people said lliey immediately associate
Biltmore with these boneless wings.
"Whenever I tell people I work at Biltmore, they
always menbon the Thumbs and Toes and how
delickws they arc," junior server Keli Hood said.
What came first...
Since Thumbs and Toes arc neither traditional chicken wings, fingers or drumsticks, Bilrmore
(.rill owner Tim CVNcil decided to call them
Thumbs and Toes.
According to Harrisonburg Biltmore
General Manager Rebecca Ixmord, Thumbs and
Toes originated from the first Biltmore Grill

located in Charlottesville.
As an exclusive house item, the boneless
wings have been a favorite of patrons staaa
the Charlottesville location's opening in 1990
An additional Biltmore Grill opened in
Harrisonburg in 1997 Lenord said.
Biltmore contracts with ISH food distributors
for the fresh chicken breast meat and cuts the meat
into stnps, according to manager Taylor TrONeO
He said after they are cut, cooks batter and
sauce the order. The recipe for Thumbs and Toes
is that of CNeil. who also created all Thumbs
and Toes sauce recipes, Troxcll said.

What would you

call them!

When isked w ut they would
rename Biltmore Grill's
Thumbs and Toes, here B what
students came up with:

The secret's in the sauce
"The secret to Thumbs and Toes is in how
they are sauced," Lenord said.
She said Biltmore chefs take the freshly fried
wings and tosses them in a bowl with sauce,
completely coating them.
"When you order Thumbs and Toes, you
know they are going to be completely covered
with sauce and taste great," [.enord said.
Fans of the famed finger food can spice up
their wings by trying one of six saua-s available
— ranging from the milder honey barbecue and

"Swcy CfHclu'
|«s«l Ogmby
sophomore

"Chlctan Nofci"

-Chicks Nueaats"
uaan swam
sophomore

"Tjtonlo Rnpn"
Atfii^
tarrnan

"ffcwIiSMl*junKjr

••Kkkm- CmdanTrpwr Piece
Sfmor
Sna-iBowB
(raoutfe student

see THUMBS, page 16

MARC CHOl/j/i, *i,. nlmr

A Biltmore Grill cook removes Thumbs and Toes from
the fryer before coating them with homemade sauce.

Senior Lance Uppercut bites Into a Thumb — or a
To* — at Biltmore Grill Tuesday night.
peon by

KRISTI-MX >NM

m

Biltmore Grill cook Matt Whltten, a senior, prepares a flour mixture In which to coat Thumbs and Toes before frying them.
After they are fried, the Thumbs and Toes are coated with one of the six homemade sauces of the customer's choice.

Getting a date with no ride, big campus 'Stitching' displays marital
With on-campus options, even car-less students can date suavely
BY LI HA PI RI-.IRA

MriMM style editor
A young college couple
sits across from one .mother in
a restaurant. The girl, legs
crossed. vv.i\rs a high-heeled
foot daintily under the soil
tablecloth while she aw.uts
the bill. The guy sits back
comfortably, studying the
way the candles ami dim
lights dance nit the hlghttghtl
in her hair and her |ewelry.
When the *\.ulcr .HUM-.
pmmptly with the check, the
guy — in a rom.mtk let Oi
chivalry -- pulls his wallet out
in one swift motion He flicks
the leather open suavelv and
looks down to realise
>;.is|>
it is empty.
This nightmarish date
docs not haVt to be ,i reality
lor Ml IMU student. A

quick study of this campus
ttvcall that cash-strapped
lovers can find romance
without venturing off campus or breaking the bank.
A simple, tried-and-true
date is the proverbial coffee
outing. Students need not
shy away from this commitment-free bonding opportunity with such venues as
Taylor Down Under and the
( ollegc Center's |ava City —
each within walking distance
of most classes With its colorful, fun atmosphere and
student-friendly music track,
TDU is the perfect hangout
for a coffee dale.
After grabbing frappuccinos from the indoor [.na City,
couples can ih.it at tables ,>i
sink into marshmallow-soft
oouehei In an adjoining room.
When the convtrMtioil

sWUi

well as cash — Mom and
Dad won't even know they
were footing the bill for your
first-semester fling. Movie
listings are available online
at http://upb.jmu edu.
lor a special night or meal,
put dining dollars to good
use at The Madison Grill,
located on the fifth floor ot
Warren Hall. Even better, stu
dents are allotted to use three
of their semester punches at
M.utison Grill.
The right combination of
elegance, quietness and creativity convene behind the
doors of the campus' onlv
restaurant-style eatery. The
restaurant is open for lunch
and dinner, vet is a surprisingly accommodating spot
(or birthdays and — should
*e DATING, page 16

BY VAM

ISA RI snciO

contributing writer
A faithk-vs ample picks apart
its sexual history and relationship
stitch by stitch, which is articulated in Theatre Us "Stitching."
The two-person play, written
by Anthony Ncilson, demonstrate-- graphic and explicit \ lev. s
oi lite An unexpected pregnancy
leads a married CDUpfct to tribulations and mixed cmotkms. guiding the pair thniugh their dilemma. Their rclatkxYship is analyzed
over time, and the plot goes back
and forth to betore ,in.l alter the
discovery of the pregnancy
The intense dialogue of tin'
play is "experimental theatre
that'll interest people," said
director Kat Wisener, a senior "I
think it's going to do well, and
we're expecting a full houji
lunior Mia Wilson and senior
Danny Stevens play the primary

NATAI IYM.APTlK/u,i/lrli, 1,^,1;./),-,
Junior Mia Wilson and senior
Danny Stevens play Abby and
Stu. respectively. In "Stttchlng."

characters. AUn and Stu \s the
play Ls not dependent on the set
or costumes, the drama in Abby
and Stu's lite contrasts with a
relativch simplistic set and costumes, acconfing to Wisener.
"("Stitching' | is an emotional roller coaster," Wilson Hid.
"Notonh dix-s it focuson tough
veSTITCHING, page lb

New Movies:

Places to go and things to do this weekend:

Regal Ckwmaa:

• Calhoun's

• "Under the Tuscan Sun"
• "Duplex"

Sept 25 through Oct. 1

gets alow, couples can challenge one .mother to a game
of pool, page through magazines, watch television, surf
the Net or engage in a board
HUM. If the date goes well,
they can schedule a reprise on
i I inlay night to catch a
musician or comedian at TDU
I itn \ight If the next date is
better yet, why settle for the
(hairs and tables — they were
so tirst date — when a stroll
OUtlkll Mtadj to the coupleptrfed porch swings?
Just beyond TDU lies
another date-worthy venue
— Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
What more classic way to
celebrate coupledom than in
front of the silver screen'
live dollars e,ets a couple
through the doors, 50 cents
buys popcorn and tickets can
be purchased with FLEX, as

plight for faithless couple

Oraflon-Stovsrt Theatre
• "Finding Memo"
• "X-Men T

- The JMU jazz band to play Friday itart-

• Alston's Pub
• The Works to play rock W ran Friday

Ing at 7 p m No charge at the door For more

and Tommy Wood to play country Saturday

Wo. cal 434-8777.

both stating at 9 30 p.m. Cost tor Friday Is
$10 tor 21 and over and $13 tor 18 to 20.
Cost tar Saturday a $5 tor 21 and over and
$8 tor 18 to 20. For more Into, cat 432-0610

• Dave's Tavema
- Lotus to play techno fusion Wednesday
at9pm Wednesday Cost is 15 at tie door
For more into, eel 564-1487
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Reel. | ReFLections
Stellar cast at helm of "Mexico"
B^

GET
YOUR

ZAK SALIH

senior writer

Forget about the drug czars.
gun-Ming mvaak km and federal agents who iwl across the
movie screen throughout "Once
Upon a Time in Mexico" — all of
them wash ashore in the wave of
the re.il star, Johnny Depp
i Tir.ites of the Caribbean").
As the shady CIA agent,
Ssndl — a man murderous
enough to thool a COOk alter a
meal and suave enough to
make even the most blinding
>>t situations look easy —
Depp easilv steals the show
Irom all the aforementioned
superstars and even the titular country tudJ
I he story behind "Mexico" is,
n,v,lless t„ sa\. ,i mess. But those
familiar with director Robert
Rodriguez's first two parts in
this trilogy — about a nameless,
vengeful gun-toting man.uhi
("FJ Mariachi," "Desperado") —
know better than to come to this
final installment with their thinking caps on.
What "Mexico" lacks in

"ONCE UPON A TIME
IN MEXICO"
STARRING:
ANTONIO BANDERAS
AND JOHNNY DEPP
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
101 MINUTES

STYLE
STORY

$$*4
cohesive storvtelling, it more
than makes up for in action
sequences — the kind of
pulpy, brutal violence that
produces hushed whistles
and whoas as one sees
corpses careen through the
smoky air and slide along
blood-splattered tloors.
You want manacled lovers
swinging Irom hotel windows'
Got it. Grisly plastic surgery
gone haywire and dastardlv
double crossings' Yup. Car
chases and chunh shootouts'
Orgiastic explosions, ridiculous amounts of bullets and
even a BliUtarj coup on the

ASSIGNMENTS

RM*oi-ourtes) <tt lighlumlrnirtliiinmml »v*n
Enrique Igtsilas fight* bullets with tire In "Once Upon a Time
In Mexico." The film made over Sll million opening weekend.

RIGHT

Day of the Dead?

Check, check and check. Its
all here, amigos — rapidly edited together in high-definition
digital video (by the director,
who also shot, scored and
helped produce the film as well)
These wild moments of spectacular and impnibable action
along the way were enough to
W \l( ii

, I

"&& KEY

HERE!

Go *K% lo lt» (ham
rt at ttn navpKr

• «««

GracmoikVttnriOie

• •• VM>fcr<tanoi»tD(*v
zCWkovfaMI

••

There will be a

9mdhM-tmninKKd
•n^nrxUn

Style writers meeting

• VVhoapnMditienilef

for October issue planning

Over-Booked

Tuesday, Sept. 30

KKEfll NKlRnXTV,**>««*»
Rachel Sage perform! at
the JMU Bookstore In a
tree concert Wednesday
afternoon. The artist la
touring the country after
the release of her fifth
album with MPreas
Records, 'Public
Record." Sage was the
Grand Prize Winner of
the John Lennon
Songwrftlng Contest '01
and more recently, a
winner of the Billboard
Songwrftlng Contest
'02. Sage's next nearby
show will be at the Iota
Club at Cafe in Arlington
on Dec. 8.

at 6:30 p.m.
The meeting will be held
at The Breeze, located in
the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
for more info contact Kyra at

746-6677

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

Thursday, September 25
11 am-3 pm

Transitions
Room
A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the
world, as well as how to intern, travel, work and
volunteer abroad! Free food, gifts and prizes.
• Argentina

• Italy

• Australia

•Japan

• Belgium

• Kenta
• Korea

• New Zealand

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

• Malta
• Mirtmiquc

'LpaLnUd £ady tattoo
200 South Ave., Harrisonburg
433-5612
I lours:
Mon.-Thurs. 12 Noon to 8pm
Fit &Sat. 12 Noon to 10pm
Closed Sunday
Monday piercing unavailable

• Scodand
• Spain
• Tasmania
• I raiklad and Tobago
• International Internships
• Peace Corps
And Many Mnff|i
For more information on Ills and other International Week nan,

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

visit www.jmu.edu/multicultural

STYU
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Indian 'Namesake:' prose with spice
For Gogol Ganaull, the
uneasy protagudal „t frump*
Lahiri's first novel, 'I he
Namesake," life became a burden the day he m born Hi-.
p.nvnK Indian immigrants
learning the ropes in America,
were left with no ihoue luit to
give their newborn son the
nickname Gogol — aflat the
Russian writer Nikolai Gogol
— when a letter from their relative-, hearing the rhOMTI name
of the child WH lod mv-t.nimslv m the mail.
It is only years later that
t logol is given his proper rums,
"Nikhil" This is the dual identity crisis that fuels tin- novel and
sends Gogol on his way through
the tn'.K'hcriHis realm ol | classic coming-oi-age sion
Dttftoe the fluid and florid

writing stvie oi I ahirl

rhii

novel is nothing new under that
proverbial, ever-shining sun
The storv belongs to (,ogol
Albeit the back-and-lortli han
teiing betWCHI names, the

by senior writer

Zak Salih
.uilhor .llw.ivs -.ticks to the nkkrume when n.irr.iting
r\a lir grows over time
from his birth in an Amvrk.in
hospit.il in 1%8 through his
peara aa a Bnt-fleneratlon
btsnafjar to his adulthood
among the elitism of New York
City — so too do wo ga>w to
like him and to wish, .is hisparenta no doubl do, that nothing
had will happen to him We bear
witness to the usual mteot aexual awakenings cultural clashes, love ait.nrs and ediiotttonaj

aplaodaa That go hand in hand
kvtth this kind of tale.
But enough about the unox1 iting linear narrative and more
Oil lahiri's writing style — a
.omtortable prose style capable
ol neat depth. Lahiri won a
I'ulit/er I'n/etor her hrst collection ol short stork's, "Interpreter
of Maladies," and it's easy to see
win. I ans of the previous work
will not be disappointed, especially when may OOme upon
such great nuggets of writing,
including this particular pas-

sage that perfectly captures the
unosit) ol having an unusual
name in a land full of Peters,
Johns and Michaels:
"(Gogol) recognizes pieces
ot himself in road signs: GO
LEFT, GO RIGHT, GO SLOW
It all seems perfectly normal.
It doesn't bother him that his
name is never an option on key
chains or on metal pins or
refrigerator magnets He has
been told that he was named
after a famous Russian
author . that the author's
name, and therefore his i-.
known throughout the world
and wil| live on forever."
Standard and simple it may
be, but "The Namesake" is an
ultimately worthwhile de\elopmentaj study. What saves
the novel from the bitter fate of
lesser efforts is the wonderful
prose of I^hiri and also the
captured emotionality of a multicultural youth with all its
ua/v uMitliLlions and its surprising moments of elation.
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MEXICO: Depp steals
El Mariachi's limelight
MEXICO, from pa$e\ 4
tacular and improbable action
along the way were enough to
remind mo of the days when I
ilunslu'd the mayhem ot
"EX'sperado" on VHS, years
before I became an uptight,
serious film critic.
Mexico" is great fun, like
a trip to a vintage candy
■•ON for those of us who
remember staging imaginary
fights in our basement,
shooting, punching, kicking
at invisible enemies and liv*
ing the rugged romance of an
outlaw with an attitude.
Conceived as an homage
to the epics of director
Sergio Leone ("Helen of
Troy"), Rodriguez's Mexico
is, like Leone's wild and
merciless West, a landscape
of beauty under threat by
drug dealers, corrupt politicians and the tyranny of
evil men everywhere

As we see through frequent flashbacks, Antonio
Banderas' ("Frida") Mariachi
is one such citizen, making
nrttara and fathering children with his wife Carolina
(Salma Hayek, "Frida") until
a vengeful general BhattBfl
the romance of a simple life.
The Mariachi subsequently is sucked into a muddled
plotline involving the FBI,
the CIA and about as many
expendable mercenaries ,i-.
the film's modest budget
could afford.
It's important to remember that this is not a film, but
(as the opening credits make
aware) a "flick." To that, I
say thank you, Rodriguez.
Thank you for not taking
your movie so seriously —
for treating "Once Upon a
Time in Mexico" as the boyishly violent, glorious spectacle that it is

Jhink you may be

pregnant?
HARRISONBURG

Pregnancy Center
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528
^^^^ *BTT«R LIVING THROUGH

Live
Love

lf> MUSIC

Be Fabulous
€ileen Fisher
Tamara Cotz
Trina TurJ<

MM

Emmylou Harris

Roy Harirove R.H. Factor

14 Shades of Gray
Smgar Aaron lemi and craw flaw
ar a diitincHy organic sounding,
matura due thai iM rnanagas to
fuck lika a void baasl

Stumble Into Grace
Trta now album from Emmytoo Harm
toaturai gutsti Imda Ronttidl
Julia Millar. Jana Sibarry and
Kala ft Anna McGamgla

Hard Groove
"A inn *at ituiti thici baas, haavy
backbaau. and dancaabM groovat *
£ntatttmm*fllWa«kly

Nicholas Paylon

Ataris

Ginuwint

Sonic Trance
An untorgatlabla aural oipananca
spanning dancahad lo dimaland. hip
hop to \iu. with aktctric kayboraids
uprtghi ban and a mystical baa •'
spatial affants

So Long Astoria
FraeEPwHhaurchaea.
kvhiM fuooaai lail1

The Senior
Gal a kaa Gmuw-na MhKi wuh purchasa
«iMa npatwa taitl

Aual iatlave

Beyonce

0—4 Charlotte

Audioslave
Gal a traa Audaiiwa Mtitrl with
ourchasa. **»U luppita* last'

Dangerously In Love
"Har dahciousry imooffi roworking ol
Boot(vColhna"BaWrUiVou' Naughty
QaTi* ralaranca to Donna Sumnw a
Lova to lova You Baby and tha J8
iWa funk of Work » Out ar a aH
aicapoonal cuU ' Mo|0

The Young ft the Hopeless
Good Oarlotta providai a battar bun
than a Sntckars bar washad down
iviti a cup o' Starbucks

Cosabella
Jenne Maag
flosoe Nichols
Lulu Guinness
Juicy
Sponx

Velvet
CK Bradley
7 For fill Mankind
Nanette Lepore
Rutumn Cashmere
Cynthia Steffe

a

D

ALSO ON SALE NOW! Outkut. Nick.lb.ck. Limp Bi/kil. Elvis Coslello. Oi.io Bowie.
Perfect Circli, FIMI. R. Killy, Ruhii Weinwti|ht. Rob Zombie ml much much rmre!

(In Historic Downtown Staunton)
7 E Beverley St • 540-686-8666
Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-9pm; Sun: 12noon-6pm

434-9999

WHAT A RECORD

KROGER SHOPPING CTR STORE SHOULD BE!
litlan bftort you buy* Chock out Plan Star naw
1790-96 E. Market St.
A uaad COi and DVDs, atcsssorujs imports,
Mon-Sat. 10-9. Sunday 12-6 indiai. urtyl. Dclata to local avanti. spac«il arose*

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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THUMBS: Nothing without their toes DATING: Date-friendly
THUMBS, from page 13
campus locations abound

original recipe to the medium Oriental, sweet and
sassy or coconut habanero.
For those who demand zesty
wings, Biltmore Grill offers
the super-hot diablo sauce.
According to Hood, the
milder original and honey barbecue are the most popular.
But why Thumbs and Toes?
While their following is no
secret, the manner in which
Thumbs and Toes earned their
curious name remains a secret.
Managers and employees at
both the Charlottesville and
Harrisonburg locations were
unable to explain the ongination
of the name, only that when
Biltmore ownere were creating
the menu over a decade ago,
"that's what they came up
with," according to Hood.
Thumbs and Toes come in a
half- or full-pound serving with
a half-pound about six or seven
large pieces and the pound serving 12 to 15 pieces.
"Thumbs and Toes are

appetizers for many, but also
are ordered as an entree,"
Hood said. A half pound of
the entree costs $6.50, while a
pound costs $9.95.
"Many regular customers
come in and eat them by the
pound," Hood said.

they were a definite crowd
pleaser," said senior Allison
Schmitt, Panhellenic Council
treasurer. "The mana^rr .it
Biltmore was more than will
ing to work with us to get 50
people fed."

Blue light special
After noting the popularity of the dish, Biltmore owners decided to give the wings
their own night when they
are featured at discount
prices. Tuesday night specials
for Thumbs and Toes began
when Biltmore ownere saw
air upward trend in customers on Tuesday nights,
according to Troxell.
On an average. Biltmore
serves about 80 pounds of
Thumbs and Toes on a typical
Tuesday night, he said.
Students said being able to
share large quantities of the
appetizer was a way to incorporate food into social gatherings.
"We had them catered during (sorority) recruitment, and

Close, but no cigar
While Thumbs and Toes
have fed Harrisonburg for
six years, many local rattanrants are beginning to pick
up on the trend and carry
their own versions.
i hili's Grill & Bar began
carrying their boneless wings
over three years ago, according to Harrisonburg Chili's
manager Jim Cook.
Also featuring boneless
wings are local restaurants
Ruby Tuesday,
Applebee's
Neighborhood Bar& Cinll and
Buffalo Wild Wings, which all
began featuring them this summer and now have added them
to their regular menus.
Thumbs and Toes can be
tasted only at Biltmore Grill,
located at 221 University Blvd.

DATISG.from page 13
one by so lucky on this
hookup-prone campus —
anniversaries.
All of the above options do
require some money, however. What if coffee, movies and
fancy dinners ate through the
budget? Cupid doesn't discriminate against broke students on this campus. Don't
turn to Bridget Jones' "singletun" lifestyle— heed the call
of the wild. No, not the campus' stray cats, but the beautiful outdoors.
"|My boyfriend and I)
like to take picnics out to
the Arboretum," junior Lisa
Aiken said.
The Arboretum, located
behind UREC, is open and
beautiful year-round. Couples
who've grown weary of the
smell of popcorn and coffee or
want to escape the college din
can head to the tree-lined
walkways in the ISAT area.
Lastly, what |MU lovebirds

Grace Covenan
hurc

can call themselves a couple if
they haven't spent at least one
dale on the Quad? Picnics and
lazy, philosophical conversations on makeshift blankets are
reserved for sunny days.
When night falls and the
risk of being hit by some
kid's ultimately misdirected
Frisbee declines as well, venture out into the night with
someone special to wonder at
the constellations from the
romantic perch of the Quad's
kissing rock. The campus
myth is that whomever a student kisses while sitting on
the rock is the person he or
she will marry.
Long before a student even
can think about marriage,
however, he or she first must
go out on a date — apologies
to students who will opt for
an arranged marriage or mailorder bride. So, without further ado, stick the wallet
under the mattress — the
campus awaits.

STITCHING:
Real problems
prevalent on
small stage
STITCHING, from page 13
women's issues, but also on
how guys gel affected by [pregnancy]. It's not one-sided."
Junior Andrea Chan said "I
think it would be good to see
the play because it's an interesting perspective of showing
that even 30-year-olds can
have problems concerning
unexpected pregnancies. The
play seems to deal with relationships and the hardships of
having a family."
"Stitching" is for a mature
audience because its material
is "very raw, hides nothing
and is true to the human emotion," Wisener said.
Stitching began yesterday at Theatre II on Main
Street and now has one
more show at 10:30 p.m.
tomorrow. Tickets are available at the door

Introducing on-line shopping for

ontemporary worship
radical Bible teachii^
On-campus ministry
Five minutes from campus
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.rrv

www.hipeak.com

Ion about our college ministry,
,'ontact Merle Shank, 433-9244.

1.800.524.4739

www.gcch.org

100% Cotton Light Steel Hanes Beefy-T
Special price good thru 10/9/03 sku»30OOi0O5A

sweet:
it's called hiptop, it's full color, and it fits in your hand.
go ahead, e-mail, surf the web.
it comes with AOL Instant Messenger.
with fully integrated PDA.
check out our cool hiptop plans, starting as low
as $29.95 a month.
wectit SunCom

I ATftT Wireless

M*r«*. of

SUNCOM STME LOCATIONS

ST0»E HOURS: M-F 9A-7P

WttXUiO HOURS: SAT 10A-4R

HARRISONBURG
Marketplace Shoppes
1866 East Market St. Suite B
(across from Valley Mall near
Books-A-Million)
540 2468440

STAUNTON
Colonial Mall
(by JCPenney)
1331 Greenville Ave
540-M6-40S4
(M-Sat ioa*ap. Sun i2:30~5:3op)

Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(across from Colonial Mall)
5402558)80

FrM Ov.ni.jrrt tMrwry 1177 «5 5/»°

tn«

Aip WMM Network

birJuin* Authorized 0UW

■hOf>Ofll.ni

Cofporau Safes I6frj$j 6094 (toll ft-*)
.con-itf* Suoto.

•.SunComxn.

1 lH» (.|ht 10 wrracut* your •frttawnt tf moe* than yr% of you< <«inu(a
....../.***.-•»» c4 rue..-. W M ih» Uff.t*4 StJUi and *t»' nvrifu
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"Last year, we were whipped at the
line of scrimmage when we needed
to win the battle."

■ Race to October

SPORTS

Baseball's playoff
race is analyzed by
Adam Wise.
•a* story MM

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

FOOTBALL-

Dukes to take on No. 10 Massachusetts
»?^V

Offensive line
must set tone

-¥"

*

-

BY WES HEINEL

assistant sports editor
The Dukes hit the road to Amhers*, Mass.,
this weekend — their goal being to improve
to 2-0 within Atlantic 10 conference play.
While JMU is riding high coming off a
last-minute home victory over Hofstra
University, the University of Massachusetts
Minutemen enter the contest after knocking
off then No. 16-ranked University of Maine
on the road and sliding into the top 10 rankings of Diviskm l-AA football. Both squads
have experienced a blowout win, a thrashing at the hands of a top 101-A football team
and a tight interconference win. Regardless
of how early in the season it is, both teams
face a pivotal matchup at Warren P.
McGuick Alumni Stadium.
"Last year, we were whipped at the line of
scrimmage when we needed to win the battle," coach Mickey Matthews said. "I've
reminded those guys a few times in the offseason about it — probably 1X00 times. They
can bet they'll hear more of it this week."
Red-shirt sophomore left tackle Harry
Dunn said, "The only thing 1 can remember about the game last year was that we
had two chances to score down and win
the game inside the 5-yard line. It's been a
focus that when we get inside the red zone,
we must get into the end zone."
Matthews has issued a challenge to his
players upfront, and it remains to be seen
how well the offensive line will respond.
"We felt like last week there was still
some things to work on, but overall, the
line's a year older, more mature and have
just gotten better,'' offensive line coach
Kurt Newsome said. "Going info a big conference game, those guys need to get the
job done in order for us to have success."
Offensively, JMU came out sluggish
this past weekend against Hofstra after a
bye week, but managed to rally for a late
comeback win.
"It's hard to explain why we started
slow," Matthews said. "As a coaching staff,
we were concerned about that coming in.
We didn't come out sharp and put ourselves in a hole — we just didn't play well
in the first quarter."
The offensive line must set the tone on
the Dukes' first offensive drive this weekend, as last weekend, red-shirt junior quarterback Matt LeZotte was sacked three
times during JMU's first three series.
With red-shirt freshman running back
Alvin Banks averaging 121 rushing yards
per game, the Dukes need the offensive
line to control the line of scrimmage early.
Some early touches could open up the field
for LeZotte to throw downfield on playaction, according to Matthews.
"I think our big point of emphasis is
being physical and being fundamentally
sound," Newsome said. "I think if we do
those two things, we'll be OK."
Dunn said, "We haven't figured out the
issue with intensify yet, but we know when
we turn on the switch we're pretty good. We
need to get to the point where we don't
have to rum on a switch, but ifs there
see DUKES, page IS
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Red-shirt freshman running back Alvin Banks, far left, looks foe a running hole In last Saturday'* 23-20 comaback victory over Hofstra University.

Paige gets nod to start against Minutemen
BY BRAD RICHARDS

-66The one thing that
competition does is
bring out the best in
everybody.

sports editor
Hofstra University burned the
Dukes several times on deeppassing routes last Saturday,
resulting in three large gains for
the Pride, the most crucial of
which was the opening 55-yard
touchdown catch from wide
receiver Marques Colston.
It is not possible to pinpoint a
defender that can be held 100percent accountable for the 218
receiving yards the Pride accumulated during the first half of
the Dukes' 23-20 victory over
Hofstra, but the coaching staff is
making a change.
Red-shirt junior free safety Jay
Paige will start two days from now
in Amherst, Mass., against the
University of Massachusetts, in
place of red-shirt junior strong safety Rondell Bradley.
"The secondary is the hardest place to play in football."
coach Mickey Matthews said.

-DickHopkias
defensive coorainaior/
defensive backs coach

-95
"There could be 75 plays during a game, and you could play
well on 73 of them, but the fans
will remember the two plays
where you were beat — people
remember the bad plays."
Entering the game as
Bradley's reserve, Paige said
he felt comfortable in the role
because he has been rotating in
during practice and has had
the necessary experience to
play it well.

Paige explained that he will
be ready to play come Saturday
because he's been asked to. "I'm
happy to get |the starting position); I've been competing for
it," Paige said. "It's been a good
competition all year."
Dick Hopkins, defensive
coordinator/defensive backs
coach said, "[Paige] had a
good game, and he is going
to play. We rate them from
game to game ... [Bradley] is
a very good player for us too.
We are just going to have Jay
start this week.
"We always make it competitive with the players," Hopkins
said. "The one thing that competition does is bring out the best
in everybody."
Paige replaced Bradley during the Hofstra game and
seemed to solidify some of the
problems JMU was having,
Matthews said.
But both
safeties will get playing time
this upcoming weekend.

Making stops on defense was
a concern for the Dukes after the
first half of the Hofstra game
because JMU gave up 305 yards
of total offense to the Pride in
the opening 30 minutes of play,
I lopkins said. Going back to playing the base defense. Hopkins
added, aided in containing
Hofstra's offense to only 45
yards in the second half.
JMU will need the best out
of its roster this week as the
Minutemen
currently
are
ranked in the top 10 of Div-ision
I-AA football. They also boast a
receiving core that is not as last
as Hofstra's wide-outs, but they
do bring a lot of experience to
the game, Hopkins said.
"[The Minutemen] will come
to play," Paige said. "We're going
to come to play. loo. The last couple of years we lost to them, so
this gaoifl will really mean something to us as a defense. We said
we're going to come in and try
and shut them out."

A WORD FROM THE WlSE

Playoff picture cloudy
Braves, Giants heavied favorites
While sports fanatics around
the country have been waiting
for those lazy Sundays to sit in
front of the
'
television
for
seven
straight
hours
watching
football,
they've been
missing out
on one of the
most enterADAM
ia1n1n|
Septembers
WISE
in baseba II.
True, America's pastime
doesn't provide the hard hits
and television ratings that
football does, but this year's
wild A .ii.1 and pennant races in
both
the National
and
American leagues are cause
for devoted attention.
Although both leagues have
a playoff picture as cloudy as

Virginia Beach during
Hurricane Isabel, the American
league is starting to take its
postseason shape, even though
only the New York Yankees
have clinched a playoff spot.
The most intriguing race in
the AL is the battle for the
wild-card spot.
The Seattle Mariners are currently three games behind the
Boston Red Sox. However, the
Mariners only have two consistent hitters in right fielder Ichiro
Suzuki and second baseman
Brett Boone. Seattle's superb
starting pitching is the main reason why they have stuck
around this long, but right handers Joel Pineiro, Gil Meche and
the ever-young southpaw Jamie
Moyer won't be able to outplay
the Red Sox down the stretch for
the wild card.
Ire Red Sox of 2003 very well
may be the Anaheim Angels of
2002 — a dark horse who wins

the wild card and rides a hot
streak to a World Series tibe.
The Sox have talented batters galore with six players hitting over 20 homers. What will
make or break Boston is
whether it can establish a solid
third starter behind pitcher
Derek Lowe and strikeout
machine Pedro Martinez. Odds
are it won't, which will lead to
its exit in the first round.
The Minnesota Twins benefited from an easy schedule
down the stretch and consistent starting pitching to stage
off the Chicago White Sox and
Kansas City Royals in the
Central Division. The lowbudget Twins are balanced, as
their team's speed, batting
and defense are all above
average. However, their starting pitching has a tendency to
give up the long ball, so a
I M-RKSWIIJ/M-Hiduy

fee MLB, page 18

New York Yankee* pitcher David Walls hurl* a pitch against the Boston Red Sox Sept. 7.
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PICKS,
ll-.rt
Get ready to fumble!
Over the weekend, the Triathlon
Gub traveled to Smith Mountain
l.ake to compete in the Outback
Big Lick Triathlon. Trie race was an
Olvmpic-distance triathlon.
The team was led by sophomore Ryan Stava and senior Jo
Fitzpatrick. The race, which was
the Collegiate Regkmals Championships, saw both the men's and
women's team come away with
5th place. Connie Peterson, who
teaches in the health sciences
department was crowned Virginia
State Champion tor her respected
age group. The Triathlon Club
wishes Connie the best of luck as
she prepares to compete in the
National Age Group Triathlon
—from staff report*

In week five, this weekend's slate of
college action is relatively dull, as it doesn't field too many enticing, blockbuster
matchups. The NCAA's counterpart in
pigskin action, the NFL, doesn't boast
much of anything exciting either.
So our advice to football fans out thenis get off the couch and enjoy some free
tirru' without a crazy lady named Isabel
hindering your weekend plans. Besides,
most games that will be played in backyards presumably will provide more
rivalry than anything played in a stadium
anyway.
But since we're still picking games, the
competition must continue. This week's
guest predictor is news editor Kelly
Jasper. She's too nice to make fun of in the
press, so we'll let her off easy this week —
providing she doesn't create a ruckus in
the standings between the regular panel.
! Ii'iiwl lias distanced himself slightlv
from the competition, cruising to a fourgame lead. Suddenly, the field is starting to
pick upsets just to gain ground, a k a Wilson.

Week #5
Season total
Lad weak
Win percentage

College
Washington St. © Oregon
PttaburghO Texas A4M
Arizona St @ Oregon St
Arkansas O Alabama
Air Force O BYU

DUKES: Controlling Krohn MLB: Playoffs
DUKBS, from page 17
right from the start. We have to
come out then? ready"
On the other side of the football, the Dukes prepare for preseason first-team All-Atlantic 10
quarterback Jeff Krohn, who has
a 125.86 passer t-fftciency rating,
white throwing for 541 yards
and five touchdowns.
"We plan to mix it up, as we
did last year, when we played
them well," Matthews said.
"Their big play was a 50-yard
fake punt, but that's about it."
Big plays have killed the
Dukes thus far this season, who
am up long plays to Virginia
Tech on special teams and on the
ground. Hofstra burned the
JMU secondary three times on
third-and-long situations for
passes of 65,47 and 43 yards.
With Krohn behind center,
the Minutemen are always a
threat to strike a big play,
according to Matthews.
"He's a very good player —
.) gnat athlete," Matthews said.
"He makes good decisions and
has great touch (on his passes].
[Two years ago,] he led the Pac10 in passing offense."
Playing an upper echelon
Atlantic 10 team on the road
could provide a spark for the
Dukes, who historically have
;umed in lackluster performances. Over the past three seasons, JMU has recorded three

in t pHtmy/ftrH Hi/vThe JMU defense gang tackles a Virginia Tech ball canter during a game Sept. 6 In Blacksburg.
wins on the road.
Matthews downplayed his
squad's history on the road.
"It's not difficult to play on
the road in the A-10,"
MatthflWl said. "The worst
part of traveling to Amherst is
the travel arrangements — get-

MEN'S GOLF-

ting there. As far as actual play,
UMass has a nice grass field
and not a very big crowd."
Regardless of the outlook
and JMU's history, against a preseason conference favorite in the
Minutemen, the Dukes will
need to be firing on all cylinders

to earn a win on the road — and
those cylinders must begin
churning on the offense line.
"This game could turn I lot
of heads and open a lot of eyes,"
Dunn said. "This is a milestone
game for as. If we pl.iv hard,
good thinpi will happen "

WOMEN'S SOCCER-

Dukes finish second

PSU drops JMU, 4-1

The goll ti'am placed second in the 30th annual JMU
Golf Tournament played at
I,akeview Golf Course Sunday
and Monday. The Dukes fell
one stroke shy of Georgetown
University, finishing five
under par as a team
Senior Jay Woodson finished fourth overall, after
shooting rounds of 70, 67 and
70 for a total of 207. Junior Jav

The No 13 Pennsylvania
State University women's soccer team defeated JMU, 4-1,
Tuesday in State College, Perm
The Nittany Lions
improved to 7-1-2 this season,
after midfielder Joanna
Lohman scored the gamewinning penalty kick.
JMU's only goal on the
night was scored by sophomore midfielder Karly

1 jndell finished eighth overall,
carding a 71, 71 and 70, for a
212 total. Junior Barry
Londeree finished in a be for
22nd, with a 217 (69, 74, 74).
Sophomore Dennis Cosier tied
for 49th overall after shooting
rounds of 76,75 and 71.
JMU's next action will be at
the 49er Collegiate Classic Oct 6
and 7 in Charlotte. N.C.
—from staff reports

SKYDIVE!

Ont day M Jump, and ■ aaff dadaatod to Imp** you and
your MR JMU •todw* *ydMno at OCYDrVE ORANGE
WH *•«« * -*«<•
vu., &&;*?
Gift CartifioatH
5««*»
W W
JMU Stuetont Discount.

*gg&mm
^ |* ^
1 (877) 3»37»
(540) 943-6587
JgJ,
mmkmmm
mgmm*ig**m www.8lcydrveorange.com
$4.99 a Foot

HHMBI

Skladany off assists from
sophomore forward Kim
Argy and senior midfielder
Abby Karpinski.
After the game winner by
Umman. PSU extended its
lead in the Wth minute when
forward Stephanie Smith
converted off an assist by forward Tiffany Weimer, who
had two goals.
—from staff reports

MlJt.from page 17
first-round matchup with a
homer-happy team will he ,1
problem tut great to overcome.
As he does even' year, Yanks
owns George Steinbrenner has
shelled out loads of cash and
made trades to solidify a winner. However, acquiring erratic third basemen Aaron Boone
to line up with a bevy of AllStars is not the answer.
Although the Yankees have
the arms in proven veterans
Andy Pettitte, Roger Clemens
and Cy Young candidate Mike
Mussina, their lack of coheM\rness will trip them up
short of another World Series.
The Oakland Athletics provide arguably the best one-,
two- and three-pitching punch
in the majors with youngsters
Barry Zito, Mark Mulder and
Tim Hudson. In addition, the As
have begun swinging the bats,
as Miguel Tejada and Eric
Chavez have gotten red hot as
of late. Such a ctimbination of
pitching and batting will propel
Oakland over the Yankees in the
AL Championship Series and
btio tiu World Sstk
The National I eague also
has its shaa> of story lines.
The Chicago Cubs, St.
I mns Cardinals and Houston
Astros all are within four
games of each other and
vying for the NL Central
crown. Although the Cardinals'
Albert Pujols should be the NL
Most Valuabt Player this year,
and the Astros are blessed
with great bats, the Cubs and
their talented young arms to
win the division. Pitchers
Kerry Wood, Carlos Zambrano
and phenom Mark Prior have
what it takes to get their team
to the playoffs, but take outfielder Sammy Sosa out of the
lineup and the Cubs have no
power. Their playoff lives
will be short-lived.
The wild-card race also
is extremely tight, as the
Florida Marlins, Philadelphia
Phillies, Astros f»nd Los
Angeles Dodgers are battling it out. However, the

While the Giants have
baseball's biggest star
in Barry Bonds, the
Braves are deeper with
their batters.
Phillies seem to have the
upper hand because of their^
balance of pitching and hitting, which is why they will
take the wild-card spot and
give whomever they play in
the first round a considerable scare. But, it only will
be a scare, and the Philly:
natives will complain for
another long off-season.
The class of the NL comes
down to two teams — the
San Francisco Giants and
Atlanta Braves. Both teams
are powerhouses that have
awesome offenses and solid
pitching. These teams writ]
meet in the NL Championship
Series, and the winner will
be the odds-on favorite to
win the World Series.
While the Giants have
baseball's biggest star in
Barry Bonds, the Braves are
deeper with their batters.
What will be the x-factor is
whether Atlanta closer John
Smoltz is healed fully from
the tendonitis in his pitch-,
ing elbow. Reports are he'll'
be ready to go, but rushing
back from such an injury
could be disastrous, which
is why the Giants will capitalize and win the NL.
So there it is — the rundown on MLB playoffs with
bold predictions. If one
thinks the predictions are
correct, well, more power to
them and have fun watching
an amazing October. If not,
one always have the option
of watching the National
Football League Sunday.

Now Accepting Flex!
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FOR RENT

Fraternities, lororltlea. Club*.
Stwdant Groups • Earn $1,000 ■
$2,000 (his semester with a
proven Campos Fundraiser 3 hour
fund railing event. Our free
program* make fund-raising easy
with no risks. Fund raising dates
are Ming quickly, so get with the
program! it work*. Contact
Carr<x»FurdrBlaer at 16869233238
or vnt aww.campuaAridnwajr.com.

Onlj $15 to run your
"For Sale*' ad for the
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WebforKRKK!
«»»wlhi-hrem'.orjt

Dancer. Wanted for eteattaasaa'a
Ckas - excellent pay up to $1,000
par ntfit Safe and fun environment
Call Kevm. 540-2712345
Buy a classified ad and get
yotir ad listed on the Web

Cteit Me. cut on thai pfat rksil

for I R I I '

566-6127

www.thebrefze.org

FOR
I
Pentium MMX . 0 MH/ 32M
RAM 8C «MrQ or-~ 2« CDROM.
WMdnwe M <**» 97. HP Dettuet
■ -•
erti-dgM, $200
at) o. Cah 612 2244 or email
JorotamiPimu.odu.
1M9 Porsche 944 • 94K m lev b
qpted. removable sunroof, new
ftaiii tiros beautiful car inside and
ut. S5.M5. Ceil 5407406245.
IM7 Men* Certo . red. 2 door.
spoiler, excellent condition. 94.300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3,995
rat 8300444.
items tor tale • Dresser, mirror.
Nghbot wardrobe, fuH boi springs.
offee fable with 3 end tables. TV
art recliner. Must sell, prices
etotiabie Chris. 438*257
Motorcrcla 2000 Heeda CMtOO •
:ellent condition, yellow with
biach tnm. new Unas. 9.000 m4ea.
negotiable. "fto.//Do6>mu.edu/b*e
Cel 421-7243.
Cocker spatial f«e»i« • AKC
registered, buff. red. spotted.
Shots and wormed. Cute, kweabie
indoor and outdoor pets, $250.
Can 234 8899
1992 Far a* Explorer • in great
condition Lots Of extras, $5,500.
-pgotiebie Call M<Ke. 4354369.

City of Ha rrlt on burg Lifeguard
(•3703W) • Parks ft Recreation
Department Several positions
available.
Responsible
for
supervising the safe uae of public
swimming faciuoe* by pool visitors
to ensure the general safety,
health, discipline and enjoyment of
the patrons: does related work as
required. Approximately 15 - 20
hours per week at $7.75 per hour.
Must be able to work evenings and
weekends No benefits. Possession
of current Lifeguard Training, Brat
A-d and CPR For The Professional
Rescuer certifications required.
Applications wHt be accepted until
positions arc filled Review of
applications will begin upon
receipt Submit an application to
Karen
Musselman.
Human
Resources, 345 S. Mem Street.
Harrlsonburg. VA not the P&R
Dapt. Applications ma,
be
downloaded from our website at
www.tf.harrlsonburg. va us/hr.

Gift & Ihnft 227 N Main
1993 Ford Mustang LX ■
hatchback,
auto, excellent
condition. 61.000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3,950 Cell

NM430
JetalMM Mandolin New with Qlf
■eg - $75. square neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275; 26 key
accordion wtth case. $175; o.b.o.
CaU 434-4625

A Spring Breaker Needed • work
(or Sunspiesh Tours, travel free.
Hottest destinations and parties
Two free trips/high commissions
www. sunsvHaanfoura.com
1S0O426-7710
•arteadar Tralaees Needed •
$250 a day potential. Local poaejons
1S0O2933985 art 215
Sarvart Wanted ,r
Jew' Quick Lunch Apply
Daytime help preferred

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2004

HI

person.

Gain Head* On Bestow
Kipertenct at the Samr Time
Building Your Resume Average 2w> * Semmer Kerning*
oterttJXO
Nnvi intenieeiQgon-csmpus

«*ci
sv • Hemaonburg
Parks & Recreation seeks parttime gymnastics Instructors to
teach preschool through advanced
recreational classes on Monday
and Wednesday afternoons Call
433-9168 for more Information

* M M . i ui it< in paiairrvcitfii

2»>i nil mil i ■ io no* —$t i*
MwdyloM10pounliird3lncta.fi
18 day. Ctll 1*»2«16743

FALL EXPANSION
•
•
■
•
•
■

M. ta«aa AmtaMe
Ciwonwi SctvictfSaks
Wtrt Aland CUnca
S9 » Bme/Appl

Campus Rapt Needed! Be a
Campus Rep for (ha only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding eihicsl Earn tree trips
and cash1 1 HOOO 78-6386
mnv.Spr-irySreak Travel com

NOTICE
For more laftsmatmo and
n^anasgllViBVcstBjatkvioiriiurkinf:
businest oppomanmev costsct *e
Belter Butincw Bureau Inc
1-M15JU-55QI

AIIAICIII.

Condition* Appl)

438-1300

25, 20031 TIIK BRKK/.E 119

§1 Bering Break Ve.
I 110%
best prices' Me»ico, Jamaica,
Bahamas. Flonua Teiea Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!
»ww enuTeavaurnmerfou's com

City of Harrlsonburg - Cart
Attendant («3001H0) ■ Cleans
golf carts and prepares for play,
picks up halls on the driving rang*,
cleaning range balls: maintains
cleanliness outside Pro Shop;
cleans rental clubs, cart area and
cart bultdmg. $6.00 per hour Ho
benefits. Position requires the
ability to communicate effectively
and In a professional mennei with
coworvers and guests: and a vatw
Commonwealth of VA operator's
license, or ability to obtain one
Flexible scheduling Approximately
16 hours per week Applications
will be accepted until the position
la filled. Submit a City of
Harrlsonburg application to Human
Resources. 345 S. Main Street
Harnsonburg. VA 22601 not the
golf course. Applications can be
downloaded from our website
www.D.hav'isonburg.a us/hr.
Event and Recreation Staff
Needed
ncludlng magic
assistants, dance instruction
as east ants, and activity operators.
Contact Greg at Mist Valley LLC.
540 T46 2073
or
email
miarvaiMy4kman.com. Home of the
Mechanical Surfboard.
Learn la Oesf • Ever waned to team
golf Heritage Oaks Goif Course
offers JMb student discounted go"
lessons (or $15.00. Beginners
encouraged, private lessons or
groups welcome Cai for eppoinirnent
or information.
442 6502.
W¥fw.h9htogeoakagott com

Act Newt Book 11 people, get
12th tnp free Group discounts for
6*. Call 1 800-8388202 or
' sprfflgbrea* (/iSOPunfj.coni

PERSON/

1800234-7007

www.Horkforsliidf nls.com
re* $cl Matora Pa*J rniernsh.pt
available with local political
campaign. Door to door canvassing
on eventnga and weekends Two to
6 days a week. Excellent
experience in e challenging race for
State House Lowell Fulk for
Delegate. Call Ethan, 432 1065.
Call today, hiring immediate!.'

WMer and Sertng Break ■ Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1-800-SUNCHASE or go to
www Suricnase.com today!

SERVICES

Reality Spring Break 2004
s> wen Suns plash Tours Lowest
sas. free meats and parties T,»o
p trips for groups l«D04267no
•v. sunspleshfoufs com

; Md 5.1. i
oc»d. «125 Coll 8J

VEL

Spring Break 20041 Tra.el with
Beach Life Vacations) America ■>
est student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida Sen trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurrt nook now!
Call l«00-7 336347
www MecnatevaVtfrcTO.com

CC AIRLINE
EC TICKET!

FREES
SpraigBifik

Bartanoar Trainees Needed - $250
a lay potential Local positions
' 8002933985 ext 611
Did you know (hat your
|MU

nk can t£fl ■'

subscription Io

The Breeze?
$40 (Of !hir.l daM mail
IkM daunjaai.
VOU .an iBOBivg a lull war of
I he Hreeze!

II

|wvvw.studcntexpress.coMi|
Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787
So Many Serb* Bswaa. Converses.
Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices Early
booking incentive? Book now with
,i small deposit. 1*00-367 1262
eww sprmgbreakdirect com

Spring asree* - Nassau/Paredlse
Island. Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapulco from $489. Air. hotel.
transfers, parlies and morel
Oigenife small group - earn free
trips plus commissions! Call
1-6W3CT $U\ 1.

Serins; Break ftapa Needed • to
promote campus trips. Earn cash
and 2 free trips! We train you

STSTRAVEL.COM
JemAmerfWi*!
SfWertf row Opcrmtw re
Cawrvn, AfositWro. Jmmaiia,
tanomei omd Florida

1400-3671252

See Seek* Break Triee
and all the protection American
Express Worldwide. Guaranteed
best buy! One free tnp for every 10
paid or cash starting with first
booking Make you Spring Break
'Fjudreme'i Evdreme vacations, kx

i Boo* ■ aacjo

ynu mav mail in your puwncni
Call 568-6127 into)'

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD UN
THE BREEZE!

*w» spnnjfvea*oVeet. com
USA ••rleg't.reek ■' Cancu'n
Bahamas. Acapuko, Jamaica ft
more. Don't be fooled! Go with
quality end experience! 28 years in
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel). CaK tot free: 1-6774606077
Now aleo rwing campus reps. Earn 2
free trips for 15 travelers snd $$

( .HI iinlay to start yxnii
-uhwnpthm! Wc accept VISA
and Master Card h> phone or

iMIferHnl io words
BaaMBBCfc«M1 MwOTeal
Klo.k ...Is .„, Mll.lHl,
All >'l.i\siiii il ads must he
suhmiitcd In wrilintt. Vuu
nuj e-mail your ad to
the brccttC". Jrnu.cdu. ,'.d\
must IH' paid In advance b>

Sell Trip%, lorn (<.%h, Ge Nee!
How Hiring Ow-iawspei Besn
CaU fat pggfj Baaaaaaaaal

V

i ash. check, VISA or
Mastcrt ard. Ml ads are
Mil'ji 11 tn Hi i «/i approval.

1-BOO-648-4849
www.ifslravel.com

('ull5n«-6l27ludiit!

Got News?
\S-(»I27

Hemp Supplies
"a unique & excH

VISIT OUR NEW LOCATION

Saf'
TOUCH

66 E. Market Street
and mention this ad for

01>THE

EARTH «

20% OFF-

ALL Sterling Silver Jewelry!

Call 432-1894 for hours and information

Sale ends Saturdaa Oct 4

Tapestries

•

Drums

Sunday Morning Blues?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

fjTI>Al It's' XSARfjjJff

ICECRKAM
Flavor of the Week

Oreo
jn

^twlty,

ME Wc*eS
Baw»K»*9

We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist
you in finding your spiritual path.

Flg^jOJ^CCEPTED!

JMU CAMPUS INFO: Contact Rev. Byrd Tetzlaff: uurevbyrd@hotmail.com
Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17

Harrlsonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
hnpJMVUweb.org

Phone: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

Dnwnfown: 433-3917

Buy a BBQSandwfe
■ Pries and Drink
for |&09.

■■

I

_ ACME VIDEO

CUPS TO GO
Premium Beverases-Convenient Service

Coming Soon!

!

pok for

tAILY SPECIALS

mid like to welcome Jiff) students
to Customer Appreciation Day!

Saturday, Sept. 27,2003
We have thousands
of videos and DVDs
1
Free Membership 1 Just bring your driver's license and )AC card!

Come in lor

orpine
lil.il \tk(\

Located across from McDonalds on Carllon One block off HYW 33
& Imerstate-81 In the Sam's Hoi Dog location. See you soon!

910 Resevoir Street •www.cupstogo.com

1702 East Market Street
|Rt. 33 East, Down from the Valley Mall)
Yes, we're the stove store too!

20| THE BREEZE I THURSDAY,

SEPT.

25, 2003

ON THE SAME MERCHANDISE
WE HAVE IN OUR STORES!
SEPTEMBER 29 - OCTOBER 2 10 AM -7 PM
■■■ I

■'

III

POST OFFICE LOBBY
UNIVERSITY CENTER

